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SPORTS

Party fund-raising.
Two days before America
votes, the presidential rivals foPresident Clinton battled to
cused on states critical to the
break Florida's GOP tradition
other's success. Dole spent the
Bob
Dole's
comeback
and crush
bopes.SUnday while the challen- day in California, fighting against
ger asserted he had the "better' the odds for the 54 electoral
votes that anchor Clintoii's recompass" to lead America into a
new century. Republicans voiced election strategy. "Keep your
growing confidence they would fingers crossed and, keep on
working," Dole said in a call to
keep control of Congress, and
volunteers
on the overnight shift
warned Clinton there would be
c
his
headquarters.
at
honeymoon.
no second-term
Pressing
his
case
that
Clinton
"There are big troubles ahead
had sub par ethics, Dole told a 2
for this president," said Senate
Majority Leader Trent Lott, all a.m. Nevada rally: "Nobody's
but conceding the White House perfect. But I think I've got a
race as he vowed tough investiga- little better compass and a little
better commitment to what
tions of questionable Democratic
By JOHN KING
AP Political Writer

BILL CLINTON

America ought to be about.'
The president had two stops in
Florida before tlyi.ng,.up the East
Coast to New Jersey, Massachusetts, Maine and finally New
Hampshire. Fkirida -last voted
Democrat for president 20 years
ago,, but the race was a dead heat
in the closing days.
"As we get closer and closer
to.,the election, the work passes
from my hands to yours," Clinton tad a black congregation in
Tampa, Fla. His simple closing
message: Americans were_better
oft than they were -four years ago
iN See Page 2

BOB DOLE

LOCAL

Mock election
gives students
chance to vote
Students from both the'Muiray
and Calloway Calloway middle
schools were among nearly
90,000 Kentucky students who
participated in the National
Student/Parent Mock Election
Oct. 31.
In the final voting for President of the United States, Bill
Clinton lopped Bob Dole 252 to
190 at Murray Middle school.
Perot garnered 44 votes.
At Calloway Middle, Dole narrowly defeated Clinton 248 to
236. Perot received 32 votes
while third party candidates captured four.
Mitch McConnell won the
votes of Murray Middle School
students for Kentucky's seat in
the U.S. Senate. McConnell captured a decisive 323 to 154 victory over Democrat Steve
Beshear.
In the race for the First Congressional District, Incumbent
Rep. Ed Whitfield grabbed a 278
to 167 victory over Democrat
Dennis Null.

Tiger Band
receives
rating at
competition
The Murray High School Tiger
Band concluded their competitive season at the semifinals of
the Kentucky Marching Band
Championships Nov. 2.
The event was held at Paul
Lawrence Dunbar High School in
Lexington. The band was rated
as the 14th highest scoring band
in Class AA by a panel of
judges.

WEATHER
Today...Partly cloudy. High
in the lower 60s. South wind at
10 to 15 mph.
Tonight...Partly cloudy. Low
40 to 45.
Tuesday...Mostly cloudy.
High in the middle 60s.
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-Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Voter turnout Tuesday could
be higher than expected, judging
by the number of people who
have already voted absentee.
According to. clerk Ray
Coursey, 250 Calloway Countains had requested absentee ballots be mailed to their homes. Of
-those, 199 have been returned to
the courthouse.
In addition, 281 voters have
showed up at the courthouse in
person to cast their ballots.
Courscy expects about a 50
percent voter turnout in Calloway
County4 up from the normal
30-35 percent.
"This will be a busy election,"
said Courscy. "People need to
plan on voting early because
there's going to be a rush to the
Polls M Calloway County will
open at 6 a.m. and will remain
open until 6 p.m.
On Saturday, 500 people who
won't be in town on Election Day
voted in person at one Board of
Elections office in Jefferson
County.
"That's a lot," said Sherri
Craig of the county Board of
Elections.

By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer

Under Kentucky law, voters
'who will be away on Election
Day may cast absentee ballots,
but only in person. Voters May
cast absentee ballots by mail only
if they maintain a resi.ence out
of state or are a stude out of
state, or if they're disabled.
"Walk-in" absentee balloting
this year began 50 days before
the election.
A survey of absentee voters
Saturday wasn'tt a scientific poll,
but offered insights into how
some voters are thinking.
The presidential race was the
main topic of discussion for most
of the early voters.
Rita Johnson of. southern Jefferson County said she voted for
President Clinton. She thinks
Dole did a better job in the Senate than he would in the White
House. "He can't even get his
campaign act together," she said.
Mary Hardin, 39, of western
Louisville, who had voted last
week, said she chose Bob Dole
because to her, he represents
"more traditional American values," while Clinton "has no
See Page 2

Two Tennessee juveniles were
arrested Sunday after wrecking a
stolen vehicle near the Nashville
exit of 1-24 as they attempted to
elude Murray police and Marshall
County authorities.
According to a Marshall
County Sheriff's Department
prcss release, the juveniles are
described as a 15-year-old fe;male, with a history of drug and
a.loakol problems, and her
• 12-year-old brtRher.' The two
were driving a van they had allegedly stolen from their grandmother in Camden, Tenn.

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo

NAP JAM: Murray State University basketball fans Alicia Love
and her father, IMchael, found different ways to enjoy Racer Fan Jam
Saturday at NICK Arena. The MSU men's basketball team kicked off
the 1996-97 basketball season with a scrimmage and dunk contest
for the public.

• See Page. 3

KIRIS: Gap narrows between
rich, poor schools

Paschall:
No luxuries
at new jail
By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer
While the new Calloway
County Detention Center is nicer
than the former facility, Jailer Pat
Paschall said it will be no picnic
for the prisoners it houses.
The maximum security section
of the new jail consists of twoman cells which are enclosed by
areas called "day rooms." Each
day room is locked and kept separate from the other day rooms
in maximum security.
Cells consist of one steel table
and a steel bunkbe,d containing a
three-inch thick matress. The
beds do not have springs. Paschall said prisoners will not be
allowed to hang personal affects
on the walls of their cells or day
rooms at any time.
"Prisoners will be let out of
their cells and into the day rooms
everyday at about 6 a.m. Once
they are let out of their cells, the
cells are locked behind them and
they are not allowed to go back
in until 10:30 p.m. every night,"
Paschall said. "The day rooms
each serve a different number of
cells, but all of them have only
one shower and one toilet for all
the prisoners in that day room."

Murray authorities were notifiedabout the van theft Sunday at
3:20 a.m by the Henry County
Sheriff's Department after the
two eluded authorities there.
Once in Murray, three MPD
units tried to stop the van, which
was driven by the female, but
were unsuccessful. At that time,
the juveniles tried to ram a police
cruiser.
MPD units pursued the vehicle,
at speeds up to 90 mph, into Marshall County where sheriffs de-

The day rooms consist of two
steel tables, a television and telephone. Only collect calls can be
made from the telephones and
prisoners have a 15-minute time
limit on all calls made, Paschall
said.
Each television will only have
13 basic channels and will be
purchased from funds collected
through the canteen. The canteen
offers prisoners a place to purch:
ase things like toiletries and writing utensils.
"One prisoner will be in charge
of keeping the day room clean
each day," Paschall said. "This
prisoner will have authority over
what to watch on TV for the day.
Whoever is in charge of the day

room the next day will be in
charge of the TV that day, and so
on."
According to Paschall, the canteen, televisions and telephones
are used as privileges which can
be taken away if a prisoner
misbehaves.
"You have to give Tprisoners)
some privileges. Without privileges, you have nothing to take
away when they break j rule," he
said.
Prisoners can have their privileges revoked for a variety of
offenses including fights or disorderly conduct, violating jail rules
or not cleaning their cells or day
NI See Page 2

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Education-reform supporters say
an analysis of how school districts performed on the state testing program is further proof that
the reform law is closing the gap
between rich and poor schools.
The computer analysis by the
Lexington Herald-Leader found
that 73 percent of the state's 52
poorest schools either won rewards or achieved a rating of
"successful" by meeting their
state goals on the latest testing
That compares to 52 percent of
the state's 50 richest schools that
either won rewards or achieved
success in the *testing cycle.
The recent findings are consistent with a study by the state
Education Department and a
more limited analysis done by the
Herald-Leader in 1995.
Some advocates of the schoolreform efforts say the studies
provide evidence that the Kentucky Education Reform Act is
narrowing the gaps between rich
and poor schools in both financial
and academic terms.
"That tells me that equalizing

The money gives every child the
opportunity for an equal education," said lack Moreland, the
president of the group behind the
lawsuit that led to the reform law.
"I clearly think that it's a good
example of accomplishing what
we set out to accomplish."
The newspaper's findings ate
exaggerated by the fact that the
analysis looked only at the two
extremes of rich and poor
schools, said Ed Reidy, the Education Department's top testing
official.
But its findings are consistent
with the more sophisticated Education Department study, It found
a similar — but minimal — relationship between a school's
wealth and its likelihood to earn
rewards, Reidy said.
Moreland's group, called the
Council for Better Education, was
made up of 66 school districts
that sued the state in the 1980S,
changing that the -state's funding
system for public schools was unconstitutional. The council
IN See Page 2
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•Campaign...
FROM PAGE 1
— and Republicans are a threat
to Medicare and education. "Wc
need you, New Jersey," Clinton
said as he made his way up the
coast.

Reform Party candidate Ross
Perot was a distant third everywhere ,but pulling enough votes
in some states to influence the
outcome. He spent the day in his
campaign venue of choice — a
television studio — working on

--moamozirminffiv
To the residents of Calloway
County's School District Two
I want to'thank you for allowing me
the privilege of being your member on
the Calloway School Board. It is Ecjob
that I am proud to do. Obviously, I still
have issues I would like the opportunity
to see to completion. The area of in•
creased technology for all ages and all
schools is just one that concerns me.
I am asking for your help and vote to
allow me to finish the goals I set for
myself. we have strong!7;chool, 1L1 C11110
tay
and I want to work to see the
as strong, if not grow even `-in,figt'r. If
this is your hope and goal too, please
-vote 11i ER'!' W. McDANIEl Tuesday,
_November 5th.
I've tried to see a§ many people as I
could, to those I have missed, I ask for
your vote now.

spots to fill 120 minutes of network time he has purchased on
elective eve.
Tuesday's ballot features contests for 34 Senate seats and 435
in the House. as well as 11
gubernatorial elections. Democratic leaders predicted they would
get the 18-seat gain necessary to
retake the House and put the odds
of the three-seat Senate gain
needed for a majority at 50-50.
But party pollsters and operatives
were less optimistic, and most
late polling suggested Republicans would keep control.
Final weekend presidential
polling showed a tightening race,
buCCTinton still had a decided
edge. Several new nationat
surveys showed Clinton leading
Pole by 10 points; one put the
lead at 13 points.
State-by-state results are more
important because of the Electoral College. New surveys in Arizona, Iowa, Maine, New Jersey.
Connecticut, New Mexico and
Ohio showed Clinton leading.
And Clinton and Dole were running neck-add-neck in new polls
in Indiana and Virginia — two
conservative states Dole had
hoped to lock up over the
summer.
As Clinton and Dole campaigned at a frenetic pace, the
campaigns and parties were turneir attention to generating
Tue
y turnout.

hank ._you, Robert W.. (Huh)
committe,/ to Kids"
do00001
Pa4 Ger by Deborah II Wilms& Caropelan I reasunw, 307 Maplewood Or . Munay, Ky 42IT71

Republicans howled about a
Democratic mailing to elderly residents in Florida that suggested
Dole would force older Americans to sell their homes before
they could qualify for nursing
home benefits under Medicaid.
Democrats objected to a Republican National Committee radio
ad that' quoted Jesse Jackson as
saying Clinton would be a
"whole different president" if
given a liberal Democratic Congress. The spot also recalls Clinton's Suggestion that he might put
Hillary Rodham Clinton in
charge of welfare policy in a second term.
"One of the astonishing things
has been the opposition's obsession with my wife. Well, I'm obsessed with her too, but in a different way." Clinton said to,
laughter in West Palm Beach,
Fla.

Confident of victory, Clinton
stuck to his low-key campaign
script. Still, it was clear the final
days weren't the cakewalk Clinton expected. Aides said the president voiced frustration while reviewing polling data during the
trip, lamenting that he was slipping in several states and even in
victory might again be &nied a
majority of the popular vote.
And while the White House
said the Maine stop was added to
help Senate and House candidates, it is also one of several
reform-minded states where Clinton's numbers have slipped during the recent focus on questionable Democratic National Committee fund-raising from foreign
interests.
"One big argument for campaign finance reform," sail
White House press secretary
Mike McCurry, asserting that Re-

FROM PAGE 1

everything is up in the air," said
Martin Cothran, a public policy
analyst with the conservative
Family Foundation in Lexington.
For its analysis, the HerpldLeader compared schools' test
scores to their percentage of students who were poor enough to
qualify for the federal lunch
program.
Last year, 99.1 percent of the
students at Breathitt County's
Rousseau Elementary qualified
for the federal lunch program —
making it the second-poorest
school in the state.
Rousseau Elementary won rewards for its performance on the
state tests,
"The kids have the intelligence," said Principal Bobby,
Sallee. Many qualify for the
lunch program because their parents have lost mining jobs as
coal mines -have'..closecl. Quer_ the
years, Sallee said.
Fayette County's Stonewall
Elementary, on the other hand, is
among the state's wealthiest. Last
year, less than 5 percent of its
students qualified for free or
reduced-price lunch.
The school won rewards in
1994 because of its performance
on the state tests. But the school
was rated "improving" for its
latest test results, meaning it in- creased its test score but not
enough to meet its testing goal.
Some wealthy schools have
complained that it's more difficult for them to improve their
scores at the pace the state requires because their starting
points were higher than the
state's poor schools.

argued that children in poor
schools got inferior schooling
compared to children in districts
that could spend lots of local money on their schools.
That's why poor schools consistently ranked below rich
schools on the state tests given in
the 1980s, the, superintendents
argued.
The Kentucky-Supreme Court
ruled in 1989 that the state's entire school system was unconstitutional. As a result, KERA,
which gives extra money to poor
districts, was horn in 1990.
Because of the problems that
led to KERA, it's important that
test results show rich and poor
schools can both do well on the
tests, Reidy said.
"The Whole issue of this is
that ,We Want all students to team
regardless of 'geography and regardless of income," he said.
"And we have , a system that
levels the playing field and says
every school can get better."
Although it's too early to conclude that KERA is fixing inequities between rich and poor
schools, the trend certainly is
moving in the right direction,
said Robert Sexton, executive director for the Prichard Committee
for Academic Excellence, a proreform citizens group based in
Lexington.Critics of the testing system,
however, contend that the tests
are too flawed to conclude anything from the studies.
If the test is, itself, questionable in terms of reliability, then

•Voter,turnout...

We have the experience and availability
to provide you and your family the
coverage you need.
The physicians of Primary Care Medical Center,
hare over 35 years of combined experience in
primary care medicine. As a group practice,
they are able to provide in their office the most
available hours and comprehensive services in this
area. This works well with area employers and
health care plans that stress the use of a primary
care physician to you and your family for quality,
cost-effective health care.

Office Hours: Monday dim Friday
8 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Saturday
8 a.m. to 12 noon

Marsha Adams. PA C
Lisa Buford. PA
Robert Hughes. M.D.

Phone: (502) 759-9200
(800) 932-2122

MEDICAL CENTER

Michael Adams, M.D.

MEDICAL ARTS BUILDING • 300 SOUTH 8T" STREET - MURRAY, KY. 42071

FROM PAGE 1
moral principles, no moral
values."
John M. Fadell, 40, of LouisVille, a Democrat, said he had
been planning to vote for President Clinton. But he said he reluctantly changed his mind in the
last'couple of days because of the
controversy over Democratic
Party fund raising -from foreign
sources.
"The next four years, he's going to be swamped with all these"
allegations," Fadell said. "It's
going to be another Watergate."
Diane Jones, 51, said she voted
straight Republican. In particular,
she said, she voted against 3rd
District U.S. Rep. Mike Ward. "I
think it's time for him to leave,"
she said.

She said that's because she disagrees with him on abortion —
he supports abortion rights.
Serena Repsold, 26, another
early voter, said she voted
straight Democratic. She and her
husband moved to Louisville recently from Chicago and worked
hard to familiarize themselves
with the .records of the
candidates.
She said she met Anne
Northup, Ward's Republican
challenger, at an art fair last
month and liked her.
Rcpsold said Northup's "commercials made Mike Ward look
like an idiot."
But she said Northup's opposition to abortion rights — among
other issues — made it impossible for her. to vote ft6rN-Northup.

publicans also raised millions
through campaign law loopholes.
As they made the round of
Sunday news shows. Republicans
predicted they would still run
Congress Come January. They
said Democrats had crossed the
line by courting corporate and
banking interests in South Korea
and Indonesia.
"You've got real questions of
the illegal behavior of the president and his entire political
party," said House Majority
Leader Dick Armey of Texas,
echoing Senate colleague Lou in
predicting-. Congress would put
the Clinton administration under
an even more intense ethical
microscope.
Beyond the horserace numbers.
Clinton's job approval and personal favorability ratings have
slipped a bit in recent polls, and
there is other evidence the ethical
auestions have had an impact.
As he took advantage of early
voting in Kentucky, John Fadell
of Louisville said he was a
Democrat who switched to Dole
at the last minute because of the
fund-raising accounts.
"The next four y.ears, he's going to be swamped with all these
allegations," Fadell said. "It's
going to be another Watergate."
But even many Dole backers
suggested the clock was ticking
too fast. Jan Staples, Dole's campaign director in Maine, had this
simple wish: "Another two
weeks."
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Tuesday's races will shape the big picture
first Democrat elected to that job
Jesse Helms in a rematch with
since 1980. Republican Bob
1990 Democratic challenger
Smith. an anti abortion leader in
Harvey Gantt, who is black and a
former Charlotte mayor. Race . the U.S. Senate, was in a tough
was again an issue in the end. race against former Rep. Dick
Swett as Democrats looked to
Helms never wins by much, and
break the states GOP tradition
is banking.on high Christian conup and down, the ballot.
servative turnout. "We need this
—ARIZONA: Not since Harry
seat to have a realistic shot of
Truman in 1948 has a Democrat
getting the Senate back," says
carried this state in a presidential
Democratic pollster Mark
race, a marker Clinton had high
Mellman.
hopes of shattering until the race
—FLORIDA: Until a tightentightened late. One of several
ing of the presidential race in the
Western states where Ross
final week, Clinton aides were
Perot's count could make a difpicturing an electoral landslide —
in part because of the Democrat's ference in the outcome. Freshman
GOP Rep. J.D. Hayworth was
lead in this usually Republican
one of labor's top targets, and
presidential state. A Clinton win
was struggling to hold his seat.
here "and the so-called Republi—WASHINGTON: The defeat
can lock on the Electoral College.
is shattered," said Clinton deputy of then-House Speaker Thomas
campaign manager Ann Lewis. Foley headlined the 1994 Republican rout here. The six House
The Tampa-area scat of retiring
Democratic Rep. Sam Gibbons is scats gained by Republicans two
years ago are the major battlea GOP target.
—ARKANSAS SENATE: grounds, and late Republican
momentum appeared to dampen
Clinton's homestate factors big in
Democratic hopes for a big swing
Republicans' hopes to increase
back in their favor. Democrat
their 53-47 Senate majority. GOP
Gary Locke was favored to beRep. Tim Hutchinson led late in
the race to replace retiring Demo- come the first Chinese American
cratic Sen. David Pryor. Demo- governor of a mainland state.
—CALIFORNIA: At The Stan
crat Winston Bryant hoped for
of the campaign year; RepubliClinton coattails.
—NEW HAMPSHIRE: Demo- cans suggested affirmative action
would be a major national issue.
cratic state Sen. Jeanne Shaheen
It wasn't, in part because of the
was favored to become the state's
popularity of retired Gen. Colin
First woman governor — and the

turning out voters in targeted
contests.
Here are 10 races or places to
watch:
—KENTUCKY: Even with a
win over President Clinton in this
tossup state, Dole would have a
long way to go for his upset. But
Dole cannot afford to lose the
state. Down ballot, a GOP win
over Democratic Rep. Mike Ward
would calm Gingrich's nerves
and dampen Democratic chances
of retaking the House.
—GEORGIA: Another must.
win for Dole, and a pivotal sute
in the battle for the Senate.
Democrat Sam Nunn is retiring,
and Republican Guy Milner had
late momentum in a tight race.
Democrats need to gain three
seats to win the Senate; losing
here would make the climb
steeper.
—OHIO: The polls /lose at
7:30 p.m. EST, and by en Dole
will know if he has a prayer. No
Republican has ever won the
White House without carrying
Ohio. Democrats hope to defeat
GOP Reps. Martin Hoke in suburban Cleveland and Frank Cremeans in the state's more conservative southeast corner. These are
critical tests of the $35 million
AFL-CIO campaign to put the
House back in Democratic hands.
—NORTH CAROLINA SENATE: Four-term GOP Sen.

By JOHN KING
AP Political Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — It
will be midafternoon in California when the polls close in Indiana and Kentucky and Bob
Dole discovers if his upset
dreams have any chance at reality. It won't be long after when
Newt Gingrich has a decent guess
at whether he will still be House
speaker come January.
Across America, Tuesday's
ballot is crowded with crucial
contests. The presidential race is
the headliner, and there are elections for 34 Senate seats and all
435 in the House.
Eleven states are choosing
governors, and in at least 28
states the balance of power in legislative chambers was in question. Not to mention important
local contests and a record number of ballot questions, like a California effort to repeal state affirmative action programs, and
proposals in 13 states that will
test the staying power of the
struggling term-limits movement.
In all this election-night mayhem, there are several states and
individual races that offer a
glimpse into national trends —
from the fight for the White
House and Congress to whether
Christian conservatives .or Organized labor get the upper hand in

•Juveniles.

E Jail...

"No prisoners will be allowed
FROM PAGE 1
out of the day rooms except in
specific cases. And even then, puties joined in the chase.
rooms.
The juveniles narrowly missed
only one door in the entire facil"You'd be surprised how
one vehicle as they enstriking
time,"
ity will be opened at any
quickly a prisoner will straighten
Purchase Parkway and
the
tered
said.
Paschall
up when their privileges are taken
stopped after ramfinally
were
To escape from the facility will
away," Paschall said.
County Deputy
Marshall
ming
PasPrisoners are not allowed to be a major accomplishment,
vehicle.
Maddox's
David
Sheriff
•fathe
in
door
Every
said.
chall
leave the day rooms except for
Marshall
the
striking
After
emergencies, visitation, outdoor cility is constructed of 2-inch
juveniles lost.
recreatiOn or Medical - visits-, - thick steel and- Weighs• about 400 'County-cruiser, the
control of the van which left the
pounds.
which will be conducted inroadway and came to rest in the
house.
median. The chase ended
from
center
escape
to
inmate
an
"For
"All prisoners who want to sec
a.m.
first
4
to
at
have
would
they
jail,
the
be
.will
nurse
or
charged
a doctor
The two were taken to the
for that visit unless they arc get out of their cells. Then they
room.
County Hospital where
Marshall
day
the
of
out
get
to
hive
deemed indigent," Paschall said.
they were treated for minor
"Prisoners will be charged $10 to Then they would have to get out
bruises and released to Tennessee
see a doctor and $5 to sec the of the maximum secuirity section,
go
where they also face
and
authorities
room
control
the
by
pass
nurse. Prisoners will also be
get
to
doors
charges.
through two more
charged $5 for any prescription
The 15-year-old female was
medication that is needed. In the outside," Paschall said. "The only
windows in the entire facility are
case of an emergency, prisoners
charged
in Murray and Marshall
located on the outside walls and
will be taken to the hospital."
County
with
first-degree wanton
are only 2-inches -wide. The only
Paschall said the county can
endangerment,
speeding, reckless
a
of
way a prisoner can get out
apply for reimbursement for indidriving, attempting to elude officsqueeze
could.
he
if
is
window
gent prisoners who receive mediers and receiving stolen property
through that 2-inch opening."
cal attention.
over S300.
Prisoners will only be allowed
Prisoners will undergo a head
outside in a fenced-in recreation
several times daily and jail
count
area in gioups of 12 and will be
have to have visual
personnel
personnel.
jail
in constant view of
them once every
with
contact
Prisoners are only allowed visto Paschall.
according
hour,
itation two days a week and are
will
not have it easy
"Prisoners
xercr e
conphysical
have
not allowed to
he said.
means,"
any
in
by
here
tact with visitors.
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Powell, who declared himself a
Republican and warned his new
party against focusing on affirmsuve action, and because of Dole's
decision to put the GOP's ambassador of minority outreach, Jack
Kemp, on the GOP ticket. Dole
did return to the issue during his
late California push.
Like an anti-immigration ballot
question two years ago, some Republicans believe the antiaffirmative action initiative on
the California ballot this year will
increase conservative turnout.
The results are likely to go a long
way in shaping future debate on
the issue.
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uennis
Null (D)

ISSUES

WhitOeld (R)

Opposes

Balanced-Budget Amendment

Supports

No Respiinse*-,

Raising -Federal InCome 'Tixes

Opposes

No Response'

Partial Birth Abortion Ban

Supports

Opposes

Voluntary School Prayer Amendment

Supports

No Response'

Homosexuals in the Military

Undecided

Term Limits for Congress

Congratulation-s!--We'd Like
To Stop By And Give You
A Basketful of Free Gifts
Over the years, the Welcome Wagon'
basket has become a welcome sight to
all kinds of people. New residents, new
parents and new ciunns all enjoy the
a free Welcome Wagon
benefits of '
basket which not only contains valuable
gifts, but also information about community services and Itx:aJ businesses
For you, its a new day' Why not start ii
by malting a new fnend? We'd love to

Ed

,

Opposes
Supports

Please Vote Republican
On November 5

hear from you.

If You Require A Ride To The Polls Call
Republican Headquarters At 753-0185
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7
/
°
Hostess Call
Kathryn Outland 753.3079
Ingeborg King 492-8348
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Newspaper is usually the first
go when considering a
people
place
purchase. It's their primary source of
advertising information.
And 62% of Kentucky's newspaper readers said they made a purchase
in the last month as a result of newspaper advertising...!
Newspaper helps spark the

Wish to see the development of new, more efficient governing
policies

Charles
Tucker, M.D.
Calkmay County School hoard
5th District
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local economy by putting dollars into
circulation. And that's good for everyone, not just the retailer.
Because a strong local economy
means lower property taxes, more jobs,
tax support for community services and
a better place to live.
Newspaper is more than just a
smart place to advertise.
It's an integral part of our lives.
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WASHINGTON TODAY

Two factors give
GOP campaign edge
By DAVID ESPO
AP Political Writer
'WASHINGTON (AP) --.. The most important strategic decision
Republicans made this fall, says Speaker Newt Gingrich, was adjourning Congress, early, giving vulnerable lawmakers plenty of
time to -return home and campaign full time.
That and having a .vault stuffed with campaign cash to help resurrect the Republican revolutionaries who had been laid low by
AFE-E-10 attack ads.
The Republicans' underlying strengths seem to be coming into
play late in this campaign season: lessened voter hostility overall
toward incumbents and the financial advantage that comes from being a majority party that's able to write legislation to help the donors of all that money.
Geography works for them, as well, with a spate of retirements
by .SQuthc.o) _Dvijog MIA& ljoth_the,..ilouse,,.and •Senatc. _
Then there's the nation's long-playing turn toward conservatism.
As Gingrich is fond of pointing out ---- not very fondly — President Clinton's acceptance speech at the Democratic Natiunal Convention this summer praised several items that were part of the
GOP's thoroughly poll-tested Contract With America. The list includes the line-item veto, welfare reform.and legislation to make
Congress heed the same laws as private business.
•. These factors, combined with Clinton slippage in late polls, has
Democrats worried on the campaign's final weekend and Republicans optimistic they can hold the House for a second term next
Tuesday and possibly even pad their Senate majority. Bob Dole's
election remains a more distant dream.
Still, Dole's final-days campaigning with es-Presidents Bush and
Ford seemed designed to energize the Republicans who have been
slow to warm to the 73-year-old former Kansas senator, and whose
votes are needed if the. GOP is to retain control of Congress.
His 96-hour closing campaign blitz also is intended to send an
unmistakable signal to the faithful that he wasn't going to give up,
so they shouldn't either.
"The excitement's there," he said over the weekend, somewhere
in America. "The electricity is there. If it weren't, 1 wouldn't get
up at 4:30 in the morning."
Clinton moved smartly toward the middle after the 1994 GOP
landslide, and Democratic 'congressional leaders tried to .do the
same, at the same time they bashed Gingrich and the Republicans
over Medicare, education and the environment. Their "Families
First Agenda" was meant to reassure voters that they wouldn't attempt to repeat the failed health insurance program of 1994.
On issues ranging from . welfare reform to school uniforms,
though Clinton has proven more adroit at remaking his image than
the congressional wing of the party. The Republicans helped, of
course, when they precipitated government shutdowns last winter
and pcnmue4 Clinton to cast himself as a man of conviction, defending sacred social programs from Gingrich and the extremist
(;OP.
Congressional Republicans, on the other'hand; are spending $4
million in the campaign's final week urging.voters not to give a
re-elected .president a Democratic Congress as a blank check.
"Been There. Done that," says the ad, recalling the tax increase
embedded in the 1993 deficit reduction program and failed health
insurance program a year,Jater.
The ad itself is testament to what's really at stake on Tuesday for
the Republicans. They've won the White House five out of the last
'seven elections, and held the Senate for eight out of the last 16
years. Been there, done that.
They've won the House precisely once since the 1950s, and were
determined to &couple Dole's fate from that of their new majority.
"Since Dole won the nomination, I've been saying our first goal
is to elect Bob Dole president. But it's not our only'priority," GOP
chairman Halt), Barbour told reporters two weeks ago. "If Clinton
is re-elected, heaven forbid, the last thing the American people
want is for him to have 'a blank check in the form of a liberal
Democrat Congress."
lronikally, it was the House GOP rank and file who led the way
on that account. Revolutionaries one ye.ar ago, they forced thenSenate Majority Leader Dole into accepting a damaging government shutdown he didn't want. This year, they reversed course and
decided on compromise with the White House when that hurt Dole,
too.
First, they forced their leadership to send Clinton a signable welfare bill on the theory that they needed to show the voters they
could accomplish something of substance. Later still, they defied
Dole's wishes and, made sure an immigration bill was sent to the
White House that Clinton would accept.
David Espo is AP's chief congressional 'correspondent.

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Forum" page by writing letters to the editor. We print
letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following
guidelines: all letters pus( be signed by the writer, with the writer's
address and telephone number included in ease verification is necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must not be
more than 500 words. Letters should be typewritten and double-spaced
if possible. We reserve the right to condense or reject any letter and to
limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray. KY 42071.

Is Clinton headed for landslide?
WASHINGTON (AP) — It's
the political equivalent of a natural disaster, a word that losing
candidates always dread.
But, with President Clinton retaining a 15 percent to 20 percent
lead over Republican challenger
Bob Dole in national polls-, the
word "landslide" is suddenly becoming more than just a whisper.
Republicans don't like to talk
much about the subject — although Dole himself makes light
of the prospect.
"The truth is, Bill Clinton
ouht to be voted out in a landslide," Dole told a Florida audience the other day.
Later, carripaigning in Fresno,
Calif., Dole suggested, "He's going to slide all the way to Arkansas as far as l'nt concerned ...
There's still time ... This election
can be won."
But that time is growing short,
to be sure.
Landslide, writes political columnist William Safire in his
"Political Dictionary," is "a resounding victory; one in which
the opposition is 'buried."
The Dorsey Dictionary of
American Politics defines a
"landslide" as "a decidedly lop:
sided political victory, one in
which the opponent is metaphorically buried in a landslide."
"Clinton is now heading for as
big a win as Reagan had in '84,
as Nixon had in '72 and Johnson
had in '64," suggested California
pollster Mervin Field.
Republican pollster Neil Newhouse said, "I was taught in

POLITICAL NEWS ANALYSIS

Tom Raum
Associated Press Writer
school that 'landslide' was about
fuses things. Ruthf Clinton beats
55 percent to 45 percent, 10
Dole by eight points, that would
points. But I'm not sure that's my
be a lot."
working definition now that I
James Thurber, a political sciknow something about it."
entist at American University,
His current working definition?
agrees.
"1 would say anything above 8
"One vote," he quipped.
percent is a landslide," Thurber
."But there's a difference besaid. "If he's up above 8 percent,
tween a landslide and a manthen we start having coattail efdate," he added. "At this stage,
the numbers indicate right now, fects for the House in my opintechnically, a landslide (for Clin: ion. Therefore, I would call it a
landslide."
ton), but by no means a
Clinton won by a plurality of
mandate."
43 percent in 1992, over RepubliA one-point victory Would
can President Bush's 37.4 percent
clearly be savored by Dole.
and 19.3 percent for independent
When Lyndon Johnson won
candidate Ross Perot. That 43
Texas senate race by a mere 87
percent was hardly a landslide,
votes out of more than a7million
yet it yielded an electoral-college
cast, he was sarcastically dubbed
"Landslide Lyndon." In 1964, landslide. Clinton received 370
electoral votes, to 168 for Bush.
when then-President Johnson won
in a real landslide, the nickname
The Electoral College vastly
magnifies any landslide. But
ceased being sarcastic.
A 10-point spread in the populandslides are usually measured
lar vote appears to remain the. in terms of the popular vote.
yardstick for a landscape most
Some unquestioned landslides
pollsters accept, although some over the past few decades:
put it lower..
—1964: Johnson beat GOP
...1".d.,say._. anything. more, than __, challenger. Barry_ _Goldwater. 61 eight points would be considered
percent to 39 percent- and ,cola. landslide," said polcsjer Andy lected 486 electoral votes to
Kohut. "With a third-party can- Goldwater's 52.
didate in the race, it kind of con—1972: President Nixon beat

Democrat George McGovern
61-38, for 520 electoral votes to
McGovern's 17.
—1984: President Reagan defeated Walter Mondale 59-41,
claiming 525 electoral votes, to
13 for Mondale. Ten of Mondale's electoral votes were from
his home state of Minnesota.
Some earlier landslides: Franklin Roosevelt's 63 percent in
1936 and Warren Harding's 64
percent in 1920. Also: Andrew
Jackson in 1828 and 1832; U.S.
Grant in 1872 and Theodore
Roosevelt in 1904.
Most years, Democratic and
Republican candidates generally
can count on getting at least 40
percent of the popular vote without doing much of anything. The
struggle usually is over getting
the next 20 percent
This year, Dole has been having a hard time getting above the
40-percent level.
Field, the California _pollster,
suggested a potential Dole landslide would be unusual — in that
Dole is not all that popular.
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"It's not'a case in which the
public is so enthralled with
he said. "It's a case where
people will accept him and support him, questions about his
character and honesty notwithstanding. The fact is that Dole is
not a desirable alternative."
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Lies in politica1 discourse
FRANKFORT, 'Ky. (AP) —
Sen. Hiram Johnson observed 'in
1918, "The first casualty when
war comes is truth."
Johnson is believed to have reduced an earlier quotation from
Samuel Johnson in 1758 to what
might now be called a sound bite.
It's what politicians do, when
faced with their own sorts of
wars, otherwise known as
campaigns.
Modern political discourse has
for the most part been distilled
into 30- and 60-second commercials on television and radio and
that has become the battlefield.
And truth, during this particular
season of political combat in
Kentucky, has certainly been
wounded, if not killed outright on
a few occasions.
The best example of an outright untruth is Republican Anne
Northup's radio spot in which the
announcer proclaims that
Northup would be the first woman elected to Congress from
Kentucky if she defeats incumbent Democrat Mike Ward in the
3rd District.
According to the Kentucky Encyclopedia, Katherine Gudgcr
Langley served in the U.S. House
from March 4, 1927 to March 3,
1931. She was elected to succeed
her husband, who resigned after
he was convicted of a liquor law
violation. Langley won a second
,term but was defeated in her

-Sometimes, apparently, the
truth needs some help.

CAPITOL :DEAS

An Associated Press News Analysts
quest for a third. Like Northup,
Langley was a Republican. She
died in Pikeville, where she
served as postmaster, and is buried there.
Sometimes, you get pieces of
truth. Sometimes really, really
small pieces.
The disagreement over Medicare is a classic example. It is being played outin virtually all the
congressional races, but the version put on by Sen. Mitch
McConnell and challenger Steve
Beshear is the best example.
Beshear accuses McConnell,
variously, of voting to "cut"
Medicare, "slash" Medicare or
otherwise do damage to tilt federal health care insurance program for the elderly. Beshcar's ads
usually accuse McConnell of
somehow taking $270 billion
from the program.
The reality is that McConnell
voted for _a_proposal that would
have restricted the growth in
spending on Medicare to a
smaller amount than advocated
by President Clinton and most

Kappa

Kyle Simmons, McConnell's
campaign chairman, tries to explain how McConnell can call
Beshear, who has not held or run
for public office for nearly a decade, a "career politician."

Mark R. Chellgren
Democrats. The Democrats reason that amounts to a cut because
the Republicans would spend less
in the future than they would. But
both plans would spend billions
more for Medicare than current
appropriations.
Truth, or the lack of it, is no
partisan favorite.
A McConnell radio commercial
refers to Beshear as a "career
politician."
Beshear is 52. For eight years
of his lifc, he was on the public
payroll full time. He was attorney
general from January 1979 to December 1983, when he became
lieutenant governor, an office he
held until December 1987. The
rest of his life, including his four
years in the state House, Beshear
held_Lreal job in the private sector,--Where he practices law.
Contrast that to McConnell,
who has been on the public payroll since he was elected Jefferson County judge-executive in
1977. For nearly 20 -of his 54
years, McConnell has been a fulltime politician.
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"Unlike McConnell, Steve has
been trying to position himself as
an outsider businessman. And we
are pointing out that his orientation, his career orientation, is in
politics. And even though you'll
say, well, he's been out of politics for 10 years, the fact is that
much of his work has continued.
to be state-directed business, such
as the Kentucky Central representation. I think that if you look at
the sweep of his career, saying
that he is a career politician is a
fair assessment."
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As fOr McConnell, Simmons
allowed, "He's a United States
senator. I think what I would go
back to is that he has not attempted to portray himself as
anything but a United States senator who's been in public service for a long time. Steve, on
the other hand, has endeavored to
portray himself as this outsider
businessman."
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Mark R. Chellgren is the
Frankfort correspondent for
The Associated Press.
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Today
Academy starts classes

_ I JO'S DATEBOOK
•
t
ie

School is underway for the
West Kentucky Christian
Academy now having classes at
Hardin Church of Christ at
Hardin.
North Marshall Church of
Chnst is allowing the academy to
use its van to transport students
from the north end of Marshall
County to Hardin.

Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
41e4
CCMS PTO event tonight
calloway County Middle School Parent-Teacher Organization will
present a program, "Eating Disorders: Awareness & Prevention," tonight (Monday) from 6:30 to 7:30 p.m. in the school library. Guest
speakers will be, Rebecca Wright, Registered Dietician; Jane Etheridge, MS, MSU Women's Center Director; Cindy Stoner, Licensed
Social Worker; and Pat Anderson, Registered Nurse Certified. A
question and answer session will follow the presentations. All parents and teachers arc urged to attend this meeting.

HOSPITAL

REPORTS

Sports Festival is tonight
Murray High School, Future Homemakers of America/Hero(FHA/
Hero) Club will sponsor a Sports Festival Bonfire tonight (Monday)
from 6:30 to 9 p.m. at the Murray High School practice field (behind
MHS building). The students are raising money to pay for a trip to
the National Cluster meeting in Louisville. The club will donate 10
percent of the profit toward the purchase of infra-red fireman helmets for Murray Fire Department and Calloway County Fire-Rescue
in a promotion led by Murray Woman's Club. Following the bonfire,
there will be fun and games including car bashing, pie throwing,
food and dancing.

•

Girl Scout meeting tonight
The Service Unit of Murray-Calloway County Girl Scouts will
meet tonight (Monday) at 6:30 p.m. at the Girl Scout cabin, located
on Sharpe Street between North Eighth and North 10th Streets. All
leaders are urged to be present.

Calloway Band Boosters will meet.
Calloway County Band Boosters will meet Tuesday Nov. 5, at
5:30 p.m. at Calloway County High School. Nancy SINker, president, said the boosters will still meet on Tuesday even though
schbols wirrnOt eke Th.ssin that day.

MWC Board will meet Monday
The Executive Board of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Monday, Nov. 4, at 6:30 p.m. at the club house. Sue Allison, president, urges all board members to attend.

Dexter-Almo meeting Tuesda
Dexter-Almo Fire Protection District No
will meet Tuesday,
Nov. 5, at 6:30 p.m. at the No. 4 fire s
n at Almo. All residents
of the area are urged to attend.

Blood pressure checks scheduled

Mr. and Mrs. Jamcs Clayton

Anniversary reception
scheduled on Sunday
Mr.' arid Mrs:.lartics ClaYttm of .Benton
ertehrme -their °Midi
wedding anniversary on Sunday, Nov. 10.
A reception will be at the Benton Country Club. All relatives and
friends are invited to attend. The couple request:s that guests not bring
gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Clayton were married Nov. 9, 1946, at Corinth, Miss.
Their attendants were James Louis and Sue Lovett.
Mrs. Clayton, the former Helen Canup; is the daughter of the late
Brack and Edna (•anup. Mr. Clayton is the son of the late Hinton and
()la Clayton.
Their five children are Mrs. Dinah Vire of Columbia, Tenn., Mrs.
Martha Conner and Larry Clayton of Benton, Wayne Clayton of Lexington, and David Clayton of Almo.
Mr. and Mrs. Clayton have eight grandchildren.

Family Support Group at West View Nursing Home will meet
Tuesday, Nov. 5, from 4:30 to 5:30 p.m. in the front lobby. This is
for families of residents at West View.

The Campus Connection Volunteer Center, a division of
American Humanics, is searching
for volunteers among Murray
State University students, faculty
and staff.
The Calloway Family Resource
Center needs volunteers to watch
children during quilting classes

Health Express lists stops
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will be offering free blood pressure, pulse, cholesterol and triglyccride screenings at all stops in November. Also available is a Stool for Occult
Blood Screening Kit for $4. Tuesday the expreSs will be at Buchanan, Tenn., Post Office from 9 to 11:30 a.m. and at Johnny Lee's
Grocery at Whitlock, Tenn., from 1 to 2:30 p.m. On Wednesday the
express will be at Piggly Wiggly, Murray, from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m.
-and 12:30 to 3 p.m. Thursday's stops will be at Hickory Post Office
from 9 to 11:30 a.m. and Hoskins Bar-B-Que at Folsomdale from
12:30 to 2:30 p.m.

Cancer Support Group will meet
Cancer Support Group Education meeting will be Tuesday, Nov.
5, at 3 p.m. in private dining room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For more information call Hospice Directeor Nancy Rose or
Mary Linn, MSN and Clinical Specialist, at 762-1100.
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Campus Connection needs
-0volunteers forits_projects

West View Support Group to meet

Kappa Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet Tuesday,
Nov. 5, at 6:30 p.m. at the club house. Hostesses will be Beverly
Galloway, Wilda Purdom, Sharon Anderson, Linda Dick and Nancy
Lovett.
<

*MARK

/

Dexter Senior Citizens will not have its regular potluck meeting
on Tuesday, Nov.-5, because of the General Election on that day.

Kappas will meet Tuesday

—v

Please Elect

I

Free blood pressure checks will be given on Tuesday, Nov. 5,
from noon to 2 p.m. at Murray Seventh-day Adventist Church, Sycamore and South 15th Streets, Murray. This is a free service of the
church.

Dexter Center potluck cancelled

Dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Thursday.
Oct. 31, have been released as
follows:
Dismissals
. Mrs Shirley imogene Newsome,
Kirksey; Thomas Weddington and
Miss Shawnery Jones and baby girl,
Almo;
Mrs. Amy Elizabeth Fox and baby
boy, Mrs Valerie Curd and baby boy,
and Wallace E Key. all of Hazel;
Mrs. Lisa O'Neal, Clinton; Mrs.
Beaulah M Jones, Hardin; Chance
Adair, Mayfield; Mrs. Carla Hodge,
Benton;
• Mrs. Albs S. Garrison, John S. Thurman, Harold Long, Mrs. Genevieve
Thompson,
Mrs. Linda J Luck, Mrs Avis
Reubene Robertson, Justin Michael
Kauppinen, Mrs. Linda Stubblefield,
Mrs. Shellie Anne Rogers and baby
girl, and Tom Wells, all of Murray.

Maple Hill Church, as well as
many individuals responded to
the list of needs for the academy.
The Pre-school Class is working on name writing and the
sounds that vowels made.
The Kindergarten is working
on phonics and reading a book
called I Can Read Well.
Members of First Grade
through .Seventh Grade are learning about history, science, social
studies, Bible, and math.
A fish fry was held recently for
students, teachers, parents and
guests.
A soup and chili supper will be
held Saturday, Nov. 16, from 5 to 0/0
7 p.m. at Joe Creason Community
Building at Benton. This will be
a fund-raising event for the
academy and the public is invited
to attend.
WKCA's Board of Directors
arc Joe Draffcn, Bonnie Rose,
David Smith, and Kay Wyatt. For
information call the academy at
437-4413.
..***•tai,

Rogers girl is
born Oct. 29
Mr. and Mrs. Daryl Ray Rogers of 511 South Eighth St.,
Murray, are the parents of a
daughter, Manna Nicole Rogers,
born ,on Tuesday, Oct. 29, 1996,
at 10:08 p.m. at Murray Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed eight
pounds 10 ounces and measured
20 inches. The mother is the former Sheltie Barrow.
Grandparents arc Mr. and Mrs.
Dale Barrow of 514 South Eighth
St., Murray, Mr. and Mrs. James
Rickman of 91 Robertson Rd.
South, Murray, and the late
James Edwin Rogers of Murray.

from 10 a.m. to noon on Nov. 4
and 18 and Dec. 2 and 16.
The Murray Family YMCA
needs volunteers at a day camp
in Nov. 5.
Southwest Elementary School
needs volunteers to help teachers
during school hours.
The 4-H Council needs volunteers to he club leaders to assist
members with projects.
Anyone interested in these or
other volunteer opportunities, call
Shannon Hall at 762-3808 or
762-6117.
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TIS BAR-BA
"Good Food At Reasonable Prices"
Great Weekly Specials
Large Bar-B-0
Sandwich, Fry
& Med. Drink

Harvey girl
born Oct. 22
Christopher Harvey and Ravan
Adams of 2111 Country Rd.,
Murray, are the parents of a
daughter, La'Kia Rayshann
Harvey, born on Tuesday, Oct.
22, 1996, at 4:44 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed five pounds
two ounces. Grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Harvey of
Hickman and Mr. and Mrs. Ray
Adams of Murray.

31

s."

$399

IL FRIDAY NIGHT BUFFET)

$695

Bar-B-0 Ribs, Pond Raised Catfish Fillets,
Fried Chicken, Hickory Smoked Ham, Food
Bar, Salad Bar, Dessert Bar, Drink.
Monday-Friday 10:30 a.m.-8:30 p.m.
Murray, Ky.
Chestnut St.

753-0045

Faxon Fellowship on Wednesday
All men and women who ever attended Faxon School and their
spouses will meet for a breakfast fellowship on Wednesday, Nov. 6,
at 8 a.m. at Shoney's. For more information call Frank Brandon,
753-8394.

Singles (SOS) to meet Tuesday

Congratulations
Fr nkie, McNutt

Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Tuesday, Nov. 5,
at 7 p.m. at Gleason ljall. St. Leo's Catholic Church. An open discussion on "Living A Single Life" will be featured. The SOS is a
nonprofit, nondenominational, support and social group for single
,adults, whether always single, separated, divorced or widowed. For
more information call Marlene at 753-2350.

Record Breaking
5
Million Dollar
Producer in 1996!

Richer Life event Wednesday
Richer Life will hold a kick-off meeting for the 1997 spring Ireland tour on Wednesday, Nov. 6, at 2 p.m. at the main office of
Peoples First, Fourth and Main Streets, Murray. Slides will be
shown depicting the places and special attractions included in the
tour. A representative from Collette Tours will be available with
itineraries and answer any questions about the trip. For more inforamtion or to make reservations for the kick-off meeting call Martha
Covey at 753-1893.

It's A
Celebration of Savings
At Our

13th Anniversary Sale!
With
Savings
Up to

25% 0ff

on
Wallpaper • *orders • Floral Arrangements
Christmas Wreaths • Swags • Centerpieces
Ceiling Medallions • Decorative Pillows

From the management & staff of...

KOPPERUD REALTY

Wall

753-1222

711 Main St.

519 S. 12th St.
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Nostalgic Train Ride taken

CALENDAR
Monday, Nov. 4
New Concord PiNiighborhood Watch
special meeting about cellular
phones/7 p.m /New Mt Carmel Baptist
Church
Low Income Home Energy AssistanokProgram starts today at WKAS,
Inc oflice/Weaks Community Center
Service Unit of Murray-Calloway Girt
Scouts/6:30 p m./Girl Scout Cabin.
Calloway County 4-H Talk Meet/6 30
p m /Murray High School.
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and Accopied Masons/6 p.m. lot dinner and
730 p.m meeting/lodge hall.
Sports Festival Bonfire, fun and
6 30-9 p m./by FHA/Hero Club/
games/6
High School practice beld by
school
Executive Board of Murray Woman's
Club/6.30 p.m./club house
West Kentucky Playwrights
Group/6'30 p m /Calloway Public
Library

Monday, Nov. 4
Calloway County Middle School PTO
'Eating Disorders' program/6.30
p.m.isebi library.
Cello y County Middle School
SBDIA Council called meeting/7:30
am /school library.
Murray-Calloway Camera Club/7 p.m
Auditions for 'A Christmas Caro1/5
p.m /Room 315, Wilson Hall, MSU
Info/762-4421
Quad Stale Choral Festival/6.30
p m /Lovett Auditorium, MSU Info/
762-4288
Parents Anonymous/6 p.m
Info/753-0082.
Prepared Childblaly Class/7-9
p m /Murray -Calloway County
Hospital
AA closed special interest study
meeting/8 p miAmerican Legion Building Info/759-9882 or 435-4314.
First United Methodist Church
Reach-Out Callers 1/2 p m.

On Nov.
5th

General Election

Dr. J.D. Outland
Murray City Council
Paid for by candidate,

J D Outland, 1100 eircaranu• Dr,, Murray, KY 42071

Christmas Pet Portraits
Saturday, November 9th
9 a.m.-6V.m.

Murray Animal Hospital
Portraits by Oakwood Studio
tiring your pet and have your holiday picture made.

ti for the 1st 8x10
Call for an appointment.

306 N. 12th St. • 753-2088

Tuesday, Nov. 5
Monday, Nov. 4
Glendale Road Church of Christ LeAnxiety and Panic Group/6:30
ckie. Bible Class cancelled because of
p m Muithleman Pschological Services. Info/753-0181 or 759-4117.
schools not in session.
First Baptist Church Praise!
Caldwell*, Church of Christ Ladies
rehearsal/7 p.m.
Bible Class/10 a.m
St. Leo Catholic Church Ladies
First Christian Church BSA Troop 77
Guild/7 p.m.
at 6 30 p m.
First Christian Church CWF Group II
Wrather West Kentucky Museum,
.,at 11 a.m./Sirloin Stockade.
MSU/open 8 30 am -4:15 p.m
Westside Baptist Church Women on
Currie Center Gallery, MSU/open 11
Mission 1/6:30 p.m./home of Kathy Lim -10 p.m.
gon; .Hattie Lee Galloway Group/7
Eagle Gallery at Doyle Fine Arts Cenp.m./church.
ter, MSU/open 8 a.m.-6 p.m.
GUM Baptist Church Library open/
Tuesday, Nov. 5
10-11:30 a.m.
General Election today Polls open
First United Methodist Church WMW
from 6 am to 6 p.m.
Executive meeting/9 a.m.;
Schools in Calloway and Murray
Ouilters/9:30 a.m.; UMW general
meeting/I a.m.
Schools Systems and classes at MurFirst Baptist Church Mothers' Day
ray State University not in session toOut/9 a.m.-3 p.m.; Dorothy Group w/
day because of General Election.
Jeanette Weaver/10:30 a.m.; Kathleen
Almo-Dexter No. 4 Fire Protection
Jones Group w/Maude Jones/2 p.m.;
District meeting/7 p.m./fire station at
Step Aerobics/5:30 p.m.; Boa Walker
Almo.
Group wiNorma Treon/7 p.m.
Calloway County Band Boosters/5:30
Murray-Calloway County Shared
p.m./Calloway County High School
Care Adult Day Center open 7:30
Band Room.
Medical Explorer Post 803 a.m.-4 p.m. Info/753-0576.
Murray Moose Lodge officers
meeting/6:30 p.m./third floor Education
meeting/6 p.m.; regular meeting/7 p.m.
Unit/Murray-Calloway Hospital.
MSU Volleyball team hosts Southeast
Community Improvement
Missouri in OVC match/7 p.m./Cutchin
Volunteers/4:30 p.m./Chamber of
Fieldhouse.
Comintirce
Wrather West Kentucky Museum,
Family Support Group at West View
MSU/open 8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
Nursing Home/4:30 p.m.
Currie Center Gallery, MSU/open 11
Kappa Department of Murray Woa.m.-10 p.m.
man's Club/6:30 p.m./dub house.
Eagle Gallery at Doyle Fine Arts CenSingles Organizational Society
ter, MSU/open 8 a.m.-7:30 p.m.
(SOS)/7 p.m./Gleason Hall. St. Leo's
National Boy Scout Museum open/9
Catholic Church. Info/753-9395 or
a.m.-4:30 p.m.
489-2046.
Bingo/7 p.m./Knights of Columbus
Purchase Area Positive Christian
building.
Singles/6:30 p.m./with Otis, 1402
Mayfield.
Coffee Break/9:30 a.m./Martin's
R d .,
Cuba
Chapel United Methodist Church.
Info/Norma/489-2607.
Murray TOPS Club/First Presbyterian
Health Express of MCCH/Buchanan
Church/6 p.m.
Post Office/9-11:30 a.m.; Johnny Lee's
Grocery, Whitlock, Tenn./1-2:30 p.m.
Hardin TOPS Chapter/7 p m /Hardin
Library.
Free blood pressure checks/noon-2
p.m./Murray Seventh-day Adventist
Dexter Center Senior activities
Church.
tancelled today because of voting preMurray Art Guild open 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
cinct at the center.
Weeks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p m./for
Cancer Support Group/3
p.m./Education Unit of Murraysenior citizens' activities.
Calloway County Hospital.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p m./for
Info/762-1100.
senior citizens' activities.
Calloway- County' Public Library PaAlcoholics Anonymous/closed
rents and Twos/9:30 a.m.; Story
discussion/8 p.m./American Legion
Hour/10:30 a.m.
Hall. Info/759-9882 or 435-4314.
Murray Optimist Club/6:30
First Presbyterian Church Yard Rakp.m./Homeplace Restaurant.
ing party/10 a.m.

Bookmobile Librarian
Morgan lists her stops
The Bookmobile of Calloway
County Public Library is scheduled to make runs on Tuesday,
Wednesday and Thursday, Nov.
5, 6 and 7, for the•coming week.
Ginny Morgan, bookmobile librarian, has released her schedule
as follows:

To The Citizens Of School District
Two Of Calloway County

•

My name is Deborah H. McDaniel and my husband is Robert W.
McDaniel, the current school board member for this district for
nearly 12 years. Bob is a quiet andinodest man that will not talk
about himself so I WILL.
Bob grew up on the east side of Calloway with his parents,
Clarice Grogan McDaniel and the late tJames C. McDaniel. Bob
graduated high school from the Murry State Training School
after finishing eighth grade at Faxon Elementary. He attended
both MSU and WKU. We have been married for almost 27 years,
and have three children, Jamey,age 21,Tim,age 20,and Allison,
age 18. All three are attending Murray State this year.
Our children were the reason Bob entered his first school board
race 12 years ago. He is an advocate for kids first and always. Bob
wants the best ed•ucation to be offered to all children in Calloway
County. There have been goals he sought and several he has
helped to achieve. A few of these achievements have included the
building expansions at all the schools, the creation of a Laker
baseball field, the implementation of kindergarten for all,
utilization of the resource center, and initiation of a new
preschool. The program Bob has always been most proud to have
seen started is the breakfast program — so that no child has to go
to school hungry.
Bob still has work he would like to do for you and I don't think
you could find a more faithful person to do it. In almost 12 years on
the board,I don't think Bob has missed over halfg dozen meetings.
He always maintains the confidentiality of phone calls as well as
board meetings. People soon learned that all his wife knew was
what I read in the newspaper! I will not pretend to applaud or
approve of every decision Bob has made as a board member,
however I know he votes his own conscience and has always been
unafraid to vote his conviction. He is no one's "yes" man. I've seen
him agonize over some of the stands the board must take —
especially regarding the discipline 'of Calloway students.
It is not an easy job, but Bob has attended state seminars to
teach the facets and current laws regarding school boards for
many years. The experience and knowledge he has achieved is so
valuable. I hope,,the Voters of District Two will vote for that
experience and knowledge. Please vote for ROBERT W. McDANIEL on November 5th.
Thanking you for your consideration, I am proudly
1)11.4 fedia-t-t: fr•
Mrs. Robert W. McDaniel
Paid fur by Deborah H

• —

McDaniel, Campaign Treasurer, 307 Maplewood Circle, Murray, Ky. 42071

Tuesday
Sunshine Center, Alford, Amy Carraway, Mrs. Patten.
Wednesday
Opal Waldrop, Thelma Brown,
Deenies, Madrey, Crouse, Kay Ray.
Thursday
Judy Black, Carlene Lamb, Herman
Darnell, Sue Bazzell, Howard Bazzell,
Pace.

RUTH COLE photo

Members and guests of Delta Department of Murray Woman's Club went
on a nostalgic train ride from Hardin to Dexter and Alma on Oct. 12, at
1 p.m. Joe Pat James, guest, talked to the group about the history of
Wadesboro, Dexter and Alma in Calloway County. A sing-a-long was
help with music by Alen* Knight. Edna McKinney gave the "Thought for
the Day." The event was arranged by Gerry Reed. Georgia Adams and
Laurin. Andrus, hostesses, provided drinks for those present who had
brought bag lunches. Pictured are Mrs. Reed and Mr. James, center,
before boarding the train at Hardin. The Delta Department will meet Saturday, Nov. 9, at 10 a.m. at the club house with Stuart Poston speaking
on "What's New at the Hospital."

Holiday Art Auction will be
Saturday at Eagle Gallery
The third annual Murray State
University Holiday Art Auction
will be Friday, Nov. 8, at 8 p.m.

Oaks'ladies
plan bridge
and golfplay
Ladies day events at Oaks
Country Club will be Wednesday,
Nov. 6.
Bridge will be played 'at 9:30
a.m.
A golf scramble will start at
9:30 a.m. with the tee-off committee as hostess.
Winners of golf play on Wednesday, Oct. 30, have been released as follows:
First place - Irene Woods, Dot
Finch and Kitty Steele;
Second place - Sue Veazey.
Joanne .Honefangcr, Linda Pate
and Anna Lou Coleman.

in the Clara M. Eagle Gallefy on
the fourth floor of Price ppyle
Fine Arts Building.
Sponsored by the department
of art at Murray State University,.
proceeds from the auction benefit
student scholarship funds and the
visiting' artist program.
Many forms of media will be
on display, including ceramics,
paintings and drawings. All
works have been created by students and members of the art
faculty.
Art work may be previewed at
the gallery from Nov. 4 to Nov. 7
between the hours of 8 a.m. to 6
p.m. and on Nov. 8 from 10 a.m.
to 8 p.m.
The Doyle building is located
at the corner of 15th and Olive
Streets, Murray. The department
of art invites everyone in Murray
and surrounding communities to
attend this special event.
For more information call Dick
Dougherty, department chair, at
762-3784.

GTE now offers over 100,000 square miles of local coverage.

Toil Free Calling now includes most 502 exchanges in Central and Western
Kentucky,including Bowling Green, Elizabethtown,and Beaver Dam,the entire 812
area code in Southern Indiana, the 317 area code in central Indiana, and most 219
exchanges rin Northern Indiana.

Tennessee & Kentucky A-Side Home Roaming
following cities: •
Nashville
Hopkinsville
Frankfort
Jackson

Memphis
Chattanooga
Clarksville
Union City

now

available in the

Louisville
Knoxville
Lexington
Paris

Indiana Home Roaming now available in the following cities and
surrounding areas:
Indianapolis
Columbus

Terre haute
Bloomington

Fort Wayne
**Lafayette

Come in and check out our great phone prices!

)

win
ahes
oFFicE PRODUCTS, INC.
516 Main St. • Downtown Murray
753-0123 or 1-800-489-1414
Monday-Friday • 9 a.m.-5 p.m.

AUTHORIZED
WIRELESS AGENT
New activations only. Subject to credit check and approval. One-year service agreement required.
Fee will he charged for early cancellation. Other restrictions may apply.
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Went at Franklin Quest, a company that specializes in counseling busy executives on the liner
points 01 advance planning.
"Using time-saving techniques,
.
-short-cuts and good planding are
the most effective ways to free
yourself from the suffocating
constraints of time. A little plait...
ning goes a long way in being
able to relax and enjoy the
holidays.

ainey
By
Rainey Apperson

The Gift of Time this
:
-)(
- OLIDAY‘
$EASON
Ann Cooper; executive chef at
the famous Putney Inn, Putney,
Vt., has another terrific, timesaving concept. Try to plan your
menu so that most of the dishes
can be partially prepared days before your holiday extravaganra
begins, "Cooper advises. She
stresses the importance of measuring, slicing, and chopping
your ingredients at least a day before you settle in to do the serious cooking.
"The French have a phrase that
describes this prepatory process,"
Cooper says. "They call it mise
en place." In English this translates into "getting your ducks in a
row." A perfect example of mise
en place in action occurs in the
preparation of each of the holiday
recipes.
The next step is take a cue
from Santa — make a shopping
list and check it twice. Jeff
Blank, chef and owner of the
award-winning restaurant, Hudson's on the Bend, Austin, Texas,
has created a-list of helpful shopping hints. Blank regularly caters
lavish private parties for groups
of 50 or more and truly knows
how to quicken a trip; to the
market His shopping- hints
include:
*Clear some freezer and refrigerator space for pending holi
day treats.
*Phone stores ahead of time to
inquire about a hard -to-find
product.
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All the elements that go into a
perfect holiday meal — from
crafting the main course to baking butter cookies — are up for
debate as Americans strive to do
more with less time, How to get
it all done in perfect holiday
fashion — without c.haos and
worry • — is the question of the
day. Why''
Because from the rolling hills

of Vermont to the bustling metropolis of Los Angeles, and in
Murray, Ky., people are astonishingly busy. Free time is at a.premium like never before.
It's a gift that 'time Management experts like Don Atkinson
say is perhaps the best gift of all.
"Spare time during the holidays
is something to be treasured,"
says Atkinson, a senior vice prcs-

New book features dining in area
KLYITAWA, Ky - A new
book, Kentucky Dining By the
Lakes by Paula Cunningham and
Meredith Eddy. has been
published
The book provides an insider's
look at some of West Kentucky's
preferred dining establishments.
Chefs and restaurant owners
have opened their kitchens to
provide easy-to-follow recipes for
a sampling of their most popular
creations.

f

Reflecting the diversityof the
local cuisine, the book contains
selections as down home as fried
catfish and chess pie and as exotic as Entrecote au Poivre and
Parfait au Grand Marnicr.

The Bluegrass Brass Senior
Drum & Bugle Corps, the only
organization of its type in the
Commonwealth of Kentucky, is
accepting members and boosters
for the upcoming 1997 season.

SERVICE NOTES
NAVY HOSPITALMAN RE- Sea near Bosnia, people like Ferguson are making a difference as
CRUIT JoANN FERGUSON re
cently reported for duty at Naval.... they work to,improve their knowledge and skill as part of the most
Hospital. Cherry Point, N.C.
Ferguson's new assignment is highly technical naval force in
an example of how Na s y and history.
Marine Corps men and women
A 1995 graduate of Paducah
are assigned to ships, squadrons Adult High School, Paducah, Ferand short commands around the guson joined the Navy in Decemworld.
ber 1995. She is the daughter of
Whether serving in the Persian John S. and Patricia A. Ferguson
Gulf near Iraq or in the Adriatic of Benton.

414 4(
Please Vote Nov. 5th*

Dennis
Crawford
Murray City Council
"Ready To Work For Our Community"
ov

togreltod

1194 Elm MI

Murruy, liV

BIGGEST SALE
OF THE YEAR
at...

JCPenney

if

Murray, Ky.
Unibed Mom_

Santa Will Be Arriving By Helicopter

Saturday, Nov. 9th
at 10 a.m.

ROP Display
Advertising Deadlines:
Monday Run

3 p.m. Thursday

Tuesday Run

3 p.m. Friday

Wednesday Run

3 p.m. Monday

Thursday Run

3 p.m. Tuesday

Friday Run

First Presbyterian Church, 16th and Main Streets, Murray, will hold Its
annual Hollyberry Bake Sale Si Tea Room on Saturday, Nov. 9, starting
at 7.30 a.m. Pictured at last year's event were, from left, Charlotte Gregory, Beth Bolote, Joan Adams, Louise Goode, Phillip Montgomery, and
Sue Conover behind the cookie selection_ The public is urged to attend.

Even Santa's Coming To Murray, Ky To Shop The

The Key To Your Success.

Mr. and Mrs. Adam Hlava of
1714 Main St., Murray, are the
parents of a son, Zachary Stephen
Hlava, born on Saturday. Oct. 19,
1996, at 8:20 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed 10 pounds
and measured 22 inches. The
mother is the former Kelly
Workman.
Grandparents are Darlene
Workman of Lexington. Max and
Carol Workman of Lawrenceburg, .Than and Stan Wyatt and
Jerry 'and Donna Hlava all of
Corbin.
'Great-grandparents are Mrs.
Sylva Lynn Haneline and the late
Harry Haneline of Farmington,
and Mrs. Myrtle Workman Jordan
and the late Otis Woiknian of
Browns Grove. '

.
664

SUBSCRIBE

Newspaper Advertising...

Zachary S.
Hlava born

44,1,0 /1411116‘.

l'•a1

Helping
Right Here in
Our Community.

Based in Louisville, the Corps
is looking for performing members, age 16 or older, in brass,
percussion and tolor guard..
Interested persons may attend
an open house on Sunday, Nov.
17, from ,1 to 4 p.m. at Holiday
Inn Southeast, Bardstown Road
and 1-264 in Louisville; or contact Jeff Cox at 1-502-499-7223.

Michael rass and Shawnery
Jones of Alnio arc the parents of
a daughter, Morgaen Ann Crass,
born on Tuesday. Oct. 29. 1996,
at 6:42 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital;
The baby weighed seven
pounds eight ounces and measured 20V2 inches.
Grandparents are June Jones of
Alr110, Chuck and Maurita Jo-nes
of Murray, Carolyn Crass of
Hazel, and Daniel and Reca Crass
of Calvert City.
Great-grandparents are Leon
Henderson and the late Pauline
Henderson of Murray, Charles
Jones and Jessie McLeod of Shilow, JoAnna Jones of Michigan,
Howard and Linda Crass of Kirksey, and Evelyn Duncan of
Murray.

Presbyterian (Tent Saturday

more.

[he book also serves as a
guidebook to some of the best dining West Kentucky has to offer,
the authors -said. It covers the
spectrum of restaurant choices
from casual eating by the lake to
the finest dining by candleight
and soft music.
Co-authored by Paula Cunningham, president of McClanahan Publishing, and Meredith
Eddy, a widely published travel
and lifestyle writer, the book may
be purchased from McClanahan
Publishing -House, Inc., P.O. Box
100, 88 Cedar St., Kuttawa, KY
42055. For information call
1-800-544-6959.

Corps taking
new members

Morgaen A.
Crass born

'Buy extra poruons of nonperishabk staples like flour and
sugar that go on Sale about a
month prior to the holidays. Buy
and freeze extra butter for
emergencies.
"The holidays are for spending
time with family friends. So eliminate last minute worries by doing whatever you can in advance
and utilize- short-cuts and timesaving techniques. That's how the
professional chefs do it."
• • • •
RMS Titanic, Inc-. the legal
salvor-in-possession and guardian
of the wreck of the Manic, an
nounced that it will partner with
WONDERS: The Memphis International Cultural Series to pre
sent the world's largest Titanic
exhibition.
The exhibition, entitled Titanic, will include more than 300
artifacts. It will open in the Memphis Pyramid on April 3 and run
until Sept. 30, 1997.
WONDERS will present Titanic in 80,000 square feet of
specially designed gallery space.
The tour will tell the story of the
Titanic, her passengers, the
tragedy, her discovery and present day recovery and conServation of her artifacts Some of the
objects on display will include
stained glass windows, ship's binoculars, a steward's jacket and
antique jewelry.
"This is a great moment for
Memphis - to be able to host an
exhibition on a subject in which
there is such huge public fascination is extremely exciting," said
Jon Thompson, director of cultural affairs for the city of Memphis. He added, "We are looking
forward to working with the RMS
Titanic team on this project."
WONDERS: The Memphis International Cultural Series is a division of the city of Memphis. It
produces blockbuster cultural art
exhibitions which have included
'Ramesses the Great, Catherine
the Great, Napoleon, and Imperial Tombs 01 ( nina, typically
drawing an average of between
400.000 to 600,000 visitors during a five-month period.
Titanic tickets can be- purcalling
hse d
by
I 800-263-6744. lickets. are $12
for adults, $11 for seniors 60+
and $6 for youth 5.16 years old.
Special rates are available to
schools and groups of 20 or

*Free Pictures With Santa From 10:30-3:00
*Entire Store Open 8 a.m.-11 p.m.
Saturday, Nov. 8th

irGiL 4.4b

3 p.m. Wednesday

Saturday Run
Shopping Guide Run

iv

10 a.m. Thursday
5 p.m. Friday

Ik

Call Our
Advertising Department at

753-1916

CHESTNUT HILLS SHOPPING CENTER
(502) 759-1400

Mary Ann Orr, Lori Andrus
Kina Young or Jukiet Walker

OPEN SATURDAY,
Nkffii. 9 - 8 a.m. 11 p.m
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Dedication of Pullen farm starts MSU expansion

Dedication of the Mabel G.and J.
Stanley Pullen Farm on Oct. 4
marked the beginning of a major
expansion and field of opportunity
for Murray State University and its
department of agriculture. A large
crowd which included family and
friends of the Pullens, university
administrators, faculty, staff and
students. agri-business representatives and government leaders was
on hand to witness the unveiling of a
beautiful monument that bears the

Pullen name and stands in honor of Murray State can be traced back 71
their influence and generosity to the
years when MSU was known as
university.
Murray State Normal School. StanLongtime neighbor, friend and ley Pullen became a pioneer ,in
counselor, H. Glenn Doran, told agriculture education when he
members of Mrs. Pullen's family,"I agreed to serve as the school's first
know this is a proud day in your life full-time agriculture teacher in
because she (Mabel Pullen) has 1925. Over the next ten years he
made it possible for the Pullen name assumed the duties of department
to be recognized and honored as chairman and superintendent of
long as Murray State University grounds and served the institution
exists, and I hope that is forever." until his death in 1935. He was
The Pullen's association with joined in the teaching profession by
his wife Mabel, a graduate of Peabody College who was untisually
well-qualified for a woman of that
era. Mrs. Pullen taught classes on a
part-time basis, covering the fields
of agriculture, biology and English.
The original Pullen farm began
with 15 acres purchased by Mr.
Pullen in the 1920s. A few years
later he purchased an additional
tract and built the barn which still
stands on the land. With the help of
university students as employees,
the Pullens ran the farm and dairy,
known as the College Crest Farm,
until the time of Stanley's death,
which came before he had a chance
to retire the mortgage on their
property. Depression plagued the
nation and most people expected
widow Pullen to lose the farm.
Instead, she turned the heads of

Please Vote

Keith Brandon
for City Council
#12 on Ballot
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ATTENTION...
Murray-Calloway County
Homeowners
TEMCO American DreamTM
Vent-Free Gas Logs and:),
TEMCO Fireplaces.

Rodeo season is underway and
members of the Murray State University rodeo team have picked up a
total of 520 points in their first two
outings. The first .road trip of the
season was to Southern Arkansas
University in Magnolia, Sept. 2628, followed by the University of
West Alabama in Livingston on
Oct. 10-12.
Team members who placed at
SAU include:
"Sara Attea, Buffalo, N.Y.,3rd in
first round of barrel racing.;
•Dwayne Dowdy, Martin, Tenn.,
2nd in short go, 1st in average, steer
wrestling:
-Jason Griffin, Advance, Mo., 1st
in long go, bullriding; split 3rd/4th,
saddle bronc riding;
-Chris Kilby, Campbellsville,
Ky., 2nd in long go, 3rd in average,

NASA
launc
CAPE CAN
(AP) — NAS
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mission by at
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spend another
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bullriding;
barrell racing.
-Chad Payne, Macedonia, III.,
NIRA contestants earn points at
2nd in long go, 2nd in short go, 1st the regional level by competing at
in average, calf roping.
college rodeos throughout the seaTeam members who place at son. The champion and reserve
West Alabama were:
champion teams, as well as the two
•Attea, 3rd in first round of barrel highest scoring individuals from
racing;
each event advance to the College
•Dowdy, 3rd in short go, 2nd in
National Finals Rodeo held each
average,steer wrestling,4th in shOrt June in Bozeman, Mont.
go, 4th in average, bareback bronc
Murray State is part of the Ozark
riding;
Region
which stretches from Mi-Griffin, 1st in short go, 4th in
chigan to Louisiana and is the only
average, steer wrestling;
Kentucky University program affil-Kris Gulish, Puryear, Tenn.,4th
iated with the national organization.
in long go, bullriding;
•George Wayne Krom IV, RoThe team will have a short break
chester, Ind., split 1st and 2nd in before their next road trip, Nov.
15long go, spilt 3rd in average 17 into Missouri Valley. After
that,
Winding;
they return home to entertain rodeo
Larisa James, Carrollton, Ky., fans Nov. 21-23 at the West
Ken4th in short go, 4th in average, tucky Expo Center.

Investing in seed offers return
Few investments offer a guaranteed high rate of return. Investing in
improved,or certified,seed is one of
these few.
Take red clover for instance.
"Research on improved and common red clover varieties consisWe.can provide information and coverage for your

FARM
II

1-SU1PP1LY1CO
1MP
1AANYY

INSURANCE

tently shows that certified seed
produce higher-yielding, longerlasting stands," said Jimmy Henning,forage specialist at the University of Kentucky College of Agriculture.
"Using certified seed can return
three to five tons more hay over the
life of the stand," he added. "These
stands persist up to 30 months,
whereas those planted to common
seed usually last only 15-20

5

* American-Made ... Quality You Can Trust!
OPEN
Mon -Fri
7-5
Sat 7-Noon

*

I.

months."
The results of alfalfa variety trials
also support the value of investing
in certified seed, according to Henning. Any of the top five certified
varieties will produce three-fourths
a ton higher yield per acre per year
than a• common variety.
"Certified seed cost up to twice as
much but they are worth it because
yield is where you get the extra
return," he said.

Wherever you go
go on Cooper tires!

Ask about Shelters
LIFE, CAR, HOME,
BUSINESS
coverages too
Herold "Jack" Romaine
Licensed in KY & tt4
7511•1033 or 753-0173
401 S. 12th St • Murray

Inc.
208 E. Main •753-3361

Kentucky Farm
County Farm B
District Rep. E
honor is aw
ably with the

MSU rodeo team picks up points

• Easily installed in nearly
all factory built and masonry
wood-burning fireplaces.
• Money-saving supplemental heat
• Beautiful, realistic glowing
logs and embers
• No mess to clean up.
No soot. No ashes.
• Available in natural or LP
•Three control settings provide
the look and heat you want.
•99.9% Efficient
Exclusive Local Dealer
A major breakthrough in gas log technology
now available in stack at...

•

doubters with her display of thrifty
s't E ;it
management, hard work and good
*
investment.
4,4
•
"A lot of people who didn't know
Mrs. Pullen thought she was
stingy," noted H. Glenn Doran,
CEO of Peoples Bank of Murray
•••
and executor of the Pullen estate.
"butshe was actually very generous,
as is evidenced by what she has
given here today." Doran was referring to the SI million bequest from
her estate and gift of the 44-aCie
Pullen Farm to Murray State University which was announced to the
MSU Board of Regents in February,
1995. This gift represents the largest
bequest ever received by the univer_
sity at one time.
A dedication ceremony was held to recognize the
official transfer of deed for
Funds from the bequest are earthe 44-acre Mabel G.and J.Stanley Pullen Farm to
Murray State University. In
marked for academic purposes and
addition to the land,Murray State was bequeathed
$1
scholarships for the department of
Pullen estate, representing the largest bequest million dollars from the
ever received by the
agriculture. Doran said that scholaruniversity at one time. Admiting the sign erected on the
ships presented to students in the
Dr. Kern Alexander, president of Murray State Universproperty Is(from left)
ity H. Glenn Doran,
coming years will be a direct result
CEO,Peoples Bank of Murray and executor of the Pullen
estate, and Dr. Tom
of her value of thrift and strong
Auer, dean, college of industry and technology.
work ethic.
"The power ofcompound interest
and chairman of the board. "Dr. watch for proposed growth of the
is a great power. It has helped a lot
Doran has been held in high regard land. He said the farmland would be
of people and a lot of institutions
by this university for many years," expanded into a great botanical
accumulate large sums of money,"
stated Alexander. "He has been a garden, including plots of gardens,
advised Doran. He said Mrs. Pulrespected member of this coin- experimental properties and greenlen's fortune was made by small
inunity. Without his assistance, ad- houses.
accumulations over the years that
vice and counsel it is doubtful that
Dr. Tony Brannon, interim chair
she always reinvested. "They threw
Mrs.Pullen would have been able to of the agriculture department,
away the mold when they made
sustain her life here on this farm in
agrees that this will bring a boost to
Mrs. Pullen," said Doran. "She
Murray
.
It
is
also
highly
doubtful the fields of agronomy and horticulbelieved very strongly in the opporthat
we would be here today accept- ture.. He said, "We have ambitious
tunity and the power of education.
plans for expanding programs in
ing this deed."
She wanted the estate to go to
--land
scape design and turf manage"Murray State University has the
expand education. That was her
ment,
which are gaming in popuhighest
life."
percentage of agriculture
students of any other university in larity."
Doran extended praise to two
Brannon closed the dedication
the state of Kentucky," Alexander
former agriculture department
with
a charge to the audience to
reporte
d. "We are extremely proud
chairs, Dr. Eldon Heathcou and Dr.
of that program." Crediting the ag become "Pullen Ambassadors." He
Jim Davis,for maintaining an exceldepartment as one of the university's asked them to search for and share
lent relationship with Mrs. Pullen
largest
in terms of the number of ideas that will assist the university
and for their cooperation over the
faculty and students, Alexander in its quest to develop the property
years relating to management and
noted the impact of the Pullen estate to its full potential. As a reminder of
operation of her farm. He especially
Mrs. Pullen's character, Brannon
and
predicted that the Pullen Farm
commended Hcathcott's faithfuldismiss
ed the group by borrowing a
will become an integral part of the
ness and care during the time of her
quote
from
the Future Farmers of
Murray
State campus an4 agriculfailing health.
America, "As we mingle with
ture
in
west
Kentuc
ky froninhe turn
Accepting the deed to the farm
others, let us be diligent in labor,
was Murray State president, Dr. of the century.
Just
in our dealings, courteous to
Kern Alexander, who had words of
Alexander asked the audience to everyone and above all honest and
praise for Doran,a past MSU regent look around
them now and then
fair in the game of life."

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial Rd. • Murray • 753-1111
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Doctors set date for Yeltsin operation

SCOTT NAistlEYn.enger a Times phew

Kentucky Farm Bureau President MN Sprague (lelt) and Calloway

County Farm Bureau Resident Eddie Workman (right) present U.S. First
District Rep. Ed Whitfield the Friend of the Fenn Bureau Award. The
honor Is awarded to members of Me house and senate that vote favorably with the Farm Bureau.

NASA delays Columbia
launch because of booster
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla.
(AP) — NASA today delayed
space shuttle Columbia's science
mission by.at least a week because of concerns over booster
rockets.
Columbia was supposed to
blast off Friday. But mission
managers decided this morning to
spend another week analyzing information from booster tests before commiuing to a launch date.
NASA is now targeting launch
for no earlier than Nov. 15. said
agency spokesman Bruce Buckingham. "We • just need more
time to pull things together," he
said.
After weeks of investigation,
engineers still are puzzled by lin
unusual amount of damage to
nozzle insulation in one of the
two solid-fuel boosters used to
launch Atlantis in September.
Officials said the Atlantis crew
was in no added danger because
of the insulation erosion, but they
want to understand what happened_ before flying Columbia. An entirely different booster
problem — joint leaks — caused
Challenger to explode shortly after liftoff in 1986. NASA has
since been extremely sensitive,
and cautious, about any unusual
booster behavior.
The five astronauts assigned to
the Columbia mission will release

and retrieve two satellites during
the 16-day flight and conduct two
spacewalks to practice station
construction. The crew includes
Story Musgrave, who will become the oldest person ever in
space at age 61.

MOSCOW (AP) — American
bean specialist Dr. Michael DeBakey confers with Russian doctors today to set a date for President Boris Yeltsin's long-awaited
coronary bypass surgery.
The operation could be this
week. DeBakey has said, but with
the Kremlin tightly controlling all
information related to the
surgery, there may not be any advance word.
Yeltsin's spokesman Sergei
Yastrzhembsky declined to comment today on the surgery schedule, saying only that the president will be moved to the Moscow Cardiological Center at least
a day before the operation, according to the Interfax news
agency.
The Kremlin today released a
statement saying Yeltsin's coNlition is "quite satisfactory." The
president's temperature is normal, his blood pressure around
120 over 80 and his heart rate
64-68 beats per minute, the statement said.
The statement, signed by the
president's chief doctor, Sergei
Mironov, and distributed by Yeltsin's press service, gave no information on the date for the
operation.
"The pre-operational preparation program is practically com-

plete." it said.
Depakey has given frequent
interviews about the case, but
when he arrived Sunday in Moscow, Russian officials whisked
him past dozens of waiting journalists at the Sheremetyevo-2 airport and took him to an undisclosed location.
DeBakey was expected to consult with Russian dootors today,
including lead surgeon Dr. Resist
Akchurin, a man DeBakey helped
train in Texas. Russian officials
have stressed that only Russian
doctors will operate on Yeltsin,
and the 88-year-old DeBakey, a
pioneer in heart surgery, is only
here as a consultant.
Before leaving his Houston office, DeBakey said he would stay
in Russia "as long as they
needed me."
Yeltsin, 65, has a history of
health problems, including three
serious bouts of heart trouble in
the past two years. He will require triple or quadruple bypass
surgery in an operation likely to
last six to eight hours.
Yeltsin faces no more risk than
the average bypass patient, his
doctors say, noting that the success rate is above 95 percent.
But Yeltsin's illness has left
the country with a pan-time president for the past four months,

and after the surgery he will need
another six to eight weeks before
he can return to work full-time.
according to DeBakey.
Yeltsin has been resting at the
heavily guarded Barvikha government resort outside the city.
and police have sealed off the
Cardiological Center in western
Moscow, where the surgery is
likely to take place.
Prime Minister Viktor Chernomyrdin, who will assume presidential powers before Yeltsin
goes into surgery, said over the
weekend that "everything is
ready, but the date still will be

Please Vote

Tom
Rushing
Murray City Council

#16
On The Ballot
Paod for by Tom Rushing 1401 Henry St

McConnell campaign says Christian
Coalition's voter guides misleading
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Christian Coalition voter guides
being circulated at Kentucky
churches appear to misrepresent
the positions of some candidates.
The Courier-Journal obtained
copies of the guides for the Senate and presidential contests,
and the races for Congress in the
2nd and 3rd districts. The coalition has said it will circulate 45
million guides nationwide.
The guides would appear to favor Republicans, but a spokesman for U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell said even the GOP incumbent's views were not stated
correctly in the guide.
Thc guides say Democratic
challenger Steve Beshear opposes
a "flat rate federal income tax"
while McConnell favors it.
Actually, McConnell opposes a
flat tax.
"We favor a flatter, simpler,

fairer income tax, but we do not
favor a pure flat-rate tax because
it wouldn't make exceptions for
home-interest deductions or charitable contributions," said Kyle
Simmons, McConnell's campaign
manager.
The 3rd District guide says
Rep. Mike Ward of Louisville
supports "federal government
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CONCRETE RESTORATION

control of health care," which is
false, said Linda Hennessee, the
Democrat's chief of staff.
The guide says Ward's Republican opponent, state Rep. Anne
Northup, opposes such control.
Hennessee said the coalition's description of Ward's positions, and
its selection of issues, show that
it is trying to help Northup.

GENERAL • MICHELIN

determined by doctors."
Yeltsin's wife, Name, said on
Russian television Saturday night
that her husband was naturally
worried about the upcoming operation. But, she said he "remains very calm on the outside"
and trades Jokes with his doctors.
For the past week, as he en-,
toed the final stages of preparations for the surgery, the president has not held any meetings
Before that, he was shown on
television almost daily meeting
with officials, and the Kremlin.
released frequent reports on his
new decrees.

Save thousands of dollars by RESTORING not replacing
your old worn driveways, walkways, patios, or parking lot.
We can transform your old worn, damaged or stained
concrete surfaces into a beautiful-new finish. Our process is
one that can be done in phases -- repair now, restore
later. This durable wear coat is a high-strength polymer
concrete coating, specifically- formulated to, resurface
existing concrete. Find out how this unique system can
transform your,concrete into:an exciting new finish.
CONCRETE REPAIR
•Cracks In - Driveways
•Expansion Joints Replaced
•Waterproofing
All With 10 Year Warranty
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1-800-700-9464
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Individuals of United We Stand America,
Calloway County Chapter Have Decided to Support

U.S. Congress Ed Whitfield's Re-election
After serious consideration of his position on the issues and that
of his Democratic challenger, Dennis Null.
In 1992 Mr. Whitfield made the following committments: He would support
Line Item Veto
.
Balance Budget
.
Budget Amendment
Balance
.
Limits
Term
.
Reduce Franking Privilege
.
the Break Up of the Power of Rules Committee
Continued
.

congress Live Under Same Laws as Rest of the Country
Reduce the Perks of Congress
.
Reduce .the Number of Committees
.
Reduce Congressional Staff .
Extravagant Pensions of Congress
Reduce
• A
•

In light of Congressman Whitfield keeping his word as promised, we therefore, feel he deserves re-election.
Further, he has promised to take a look at revising NAFTA, work for serious campaign finance reform,
and put IRS under non-partisan commission.
'•\

"He kept these promises to us & America"
Let's give him another term to see what he will do in light of promises made St promises kept so far!
Individuals:
J. Wilcox (Kilo) Miles
Joe Ballard
Edsel Proctor
Don Urton

David C. Roos
Joe Pat Ward
John Boyer
John , King

Kathy Lyons
John Young
Charles Cooper
Tommy Brown

Paid for by the United We Stead America, Calloway COW, Ch41,40'

•

•

Joe McKinney
W. J. Pitman
Milous Ford
Charles Tidwell

Lois Wilcox
Thomas Woods
Dan Rodden
Ella Van Tidwell
Wilson Oliver

•

Racer'D'turns over Golden Eagles
No. 5 MSU breezes past Tech 41-3
to set up 'Showdown' at E. Kentucky
By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor

nacer defensive back Kenny Thomas (27,
pbolos
above) returns a second quarter intercepti
on which set up a touchriuwiw by running back Anthony Downs
(3, photo at right) in Saturday's 41-3 OVC win
over Tennessee Tech.

Buckeyes,
ASU close
to berth in
Rose Bowl
so the Rose Bowl isn't
-1 the howl alliance just yet. At
• •INt. there's still a chance for
matihup of unbeatens there.
hest, a national champion-

Colonels in Richmond.
"Showdown in Richmond,"
proclaimed MSU defensive tackle
Mathias Vavao "That's what
we're going to say all week "
On Saturday, MSU's offense
made the most of the defense's
gifts. Tailback Anthony Downs
rushed for 111 yards on 18 carries and scored 3 touchdowns as
the Racer offense rolled up a
season-high 565 total yards.
Defensively, the Racers limited

Despite the biting 40-degree
temperatures, the Racer offense
was concerned about overheating
and exhaustion.
"Sometimes I was like, 'Come
on defense give them at least one
play and let us get a break to
catch our breath,— explained
Racer offensive tackle Dan
Brown. "But everytime I turned
around they were getting an interception or a fumble recovery."
It didn't just seem that way,
either,
Forcing Tennessee Tech into
eight turnovers and eight punts,
the Racer defense turned in one
of its best perfomormances of the
year in leading MSU to a 41-3
win over the Golden Eagles in
front of a cold Stewart Stadium
crowd of 6,193.
"The intensity of the defense
has just picked up," said Racer
head coach Houston Nutt after
his team won its 14th-straight
OVC game "The last three
weeks they've played just excellent football. I tell You. I'm proud
of the way they ,:hased the ball,
created tlifilovets and gave us
field position That's super. that's
how you win"
Ranked No 5 in the latest Di
vision l-AA poll, the Racers (7 I.
6-0 OVC) maintained a half
game lead over Eastern Kentucky
(5-1, 5-0 OVC) in the league
standings, setting up a crucial
game next Saturday against the

Tech to a season-low 132 total
yards, forcing the Golden Eagle
offense to go three-and-out on
eight of their 15 possessions.
"We didn't play much," said
senior defensive end Anthony
Hutch, who had one of MSU's
three sacks on the day. "Me and
Mathias'were talking about how
cold it was and 1 said, 'Mathias,
we're cold because we haven't
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By DENNE H. FREEMAN
AP Sports Writer
IRVING, Texas (AP) — Troy
Aikman tried to throw the ball
away. He ended up throwing
away. a chance for a victory.
The Philadelphia Eagles won
their first game in Texas Stadium
in five years by cashing two interceptions into a 31-21 victory
over the Dallas Cowboys. It was
the last one that was the key.

With just seconds left in the
game, Dallas on the Philadelphia
3 and appearing ready to at least
kick a game-tying field goal,
Aikman threw the ball into the
end zone.
"1 wasn't trying to complete
the pass," Aikman said. "I was
trying to get rid of it. I should
have taken the sack or thrown it
out the end zone. It was a bad
play."

Eagles linebacker James Willis
picked off the pass 4 yards deep
in the end zone, ran to the 10 and
lateralcd to Troy Vincent, who
went 90 yards for a touchdown
with 12 seconds left.
The Eagles are now 7-2 in the
NFC East, and the eight-point favorite Cowboys dropped to 5-4
and in dangei of missing the
playoffs. It was Philadelphia's
first win at Texas Stadium since a

24-0 shutout in 1991.
Philadelphia quarterback Ty
Dewier won his fourth consecutive game as a starter and impressed the Cowboys, including
cornerback Delon Sanders.
"He 'makes all the right
reads," Sanders said. "He's fundamentally sound. I'm a big fan
of his. He's a peat qua,ierhack
and Will be better in time."
Dewier passed for one touch

down, a I4-yarder to Irving
Fryar, and scored another on a
quarterback draw from 6 yards
Aikman was the one who
looked like a rookie, but got the
backing of his coach.
"1 told Troy I wouldn't trade
him for any other quarterback in
America," said Dallas coach
See Page 11
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tic,ond-ranked Ohio State
el,t up hopes in that regard
J 45-0 victory over Minne,01., on Saturday. More than
likCi), the Buckeyes (8-0) .will
meet No. 4 Arizona State (9-0),
which beat Oregon State 29-14.
"They totally destroyed us,"
.aid Minnesota coach Jim
Wacker after the powerful
Buckeyes held, his team to just
S 7 passing yards and 104 total
yards. "I can never remember
having that few yards in a
game."
The Gophers had come into
the game ranked 25th in passing
in the country with a 241 -yard
average.
The Buckeyes theoretically
can clinch a trip to Pasadena
before their big game against
Michigan on Nov. 23. The key
would he Penn State Mating the
Wolverines on Nov. 16.
Meanwhile, the Sun Devils
can clinch the Pac-10 title and a
Rose Bowl berth with a victory
at home Saturday against California, a 56-55 winner over MI/ow on Saturday.
The stage is now set," Sun
Devils coach Bruce Snyder
said. "It's a one-game deal for
the championship, at our place
with a standing-room crowd."
In the rest of the Top 25, it
was: No. 1 Florida 47, Georgia
7, No. 3 Florida State 49, Georgia Tech 3; No. 5 Nebraska 73,
Oklahoma 21; No. 6 Tennessee
31, South- Carolina 14; No. 7
Colorado 41, Missouri 13; No.
8 North Carolina 52, North Carolina State 20; and No. 9 Michigan 45, Michigan State 29.
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The Associated Press
Jerry Rice reached a receiving
milestone and Marcus Allen tied
an NFL rushing record.
Rice, already the most prolific
pass-catcher in league history,
became the first player with
1,000 career receptions Sunday
night in San Francisco's 24-17
victory o'er New Orleans. He
caught a 36-yard touchdown pass,
set up another score with his historic catch and recovered an onside kick that sealed the win.
"What can I say about him?"
said 49ers offensive lineman
Chris Delman. "He's the best?
There'll never be another one like
him? Thank God he's on our
team? They're all cliches, but
they're all true when.ryou talk about Jerry."
Allen tied Walter Payton's career'record with his 110th rushing
touchdown in Kansas City's 21-6
win over Minnesota. Allen also
caught his 566th pass to match
Roger Craig's career mark for
running backs and played in his
199th game to equal the record
for runners set by Moil Tatupu

"I had envisioned a lot of
things when I came into this
league," said Allen, who gained
89 yards to move past O.J. Simpson into seventh place on the career yardage list with 11,321.
"But some of these things that
are occurring now, I never
thought would happen:
"
Elsewhere, it was Philadelphia
31, Dallas 21; Atlanta 20, Carolina 17; New York Giants 16,
Arizona 8; Cincinnati 24, Baltimore 21; Green Bay 28, Detroit
18; Pittsburgh 42, St. Louis
6;
San Diego 26, Indianapolis
19;
Chicago 13, Tampa Bay 10; Seattle 23, Houston' 16; New England
42, Miami 23; and BuffaTo 38,
Washington 13.
49ers 24, Saints 17
At New Orkans; Rice got his
1,(X)Oth catch, in the fourth quarter when he grabbed a 9-yard
pass from Steve Young, who
scored on a quarterback sneak on
the next play to put the 49ers
(7-2) up 24-14. New Orleans
(2-7) kicked a field goal with
2:16 left and then tried an onside
'kick that Rice recovered.
Falcons 20, Panthers 17
At Atlanta, lama! Anderson

STEV

E PARKERA.edger a Times photo
HANG TIME: Racer peed Chad Town
send hangs on the rim to
Impr

ess the judges during the slam dunk
competition at Saturday's
Racer Fan Jam in Racer Arens. Town
send finished second behind

By MEL REISNER
AP Sports Writer
PHOENIX (AP) — Old habits
die hard Charles Barkley's debut
as a Houston Rocket is a case in
point
Barkley kept up a diatribe
against the Phoenix Suns- last
summer, lobbying hard for a
trade. And he embarrassed the
Suns when he returned Saturday
night, grabbing a career-high 33
rebounds — three more than the
Phoenix team total — and scoring 20 points in one of the best
games of his career.
But he got almost as much applause before the game here as he
used to before every home game
when he was with the Suns, and a
nice hand when he came out late
in a 110-95 Rockets win.
Barkley said his"quaffel is with
the front office and that he never
thought about leaving until the
1995 training camp, when the
trade of Dan Majerle left only
Barkley and Kevin Johnson from
the 1992-93 team that reached the
NBA finals.
Later last season, the Suns
fired coach Paul Westphal with
the team five games under .500.
"I wish I could have finished
my career here, but they made Jr
personal," Barkley said.
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Next Week's Ganes
Murray St at E Kentucky, 1 30
E Illinois at SE Missouri
Middle Tenn at UT-Martin
Tenn St at Tenn Tech

E. Kentucky 30, Tenn. St 10
RICHMOND, Ky. (AP) - Daymon Caner ran'for two touchdowns
and Greg Couch threw for two
n10111 in Eastern Kentucky's 30-10
win over Tennessee State Saturday
in the Ohio Valley Conference.
The Colonels (5-3, 5-0 OVC)
amassed 257 yards rushing and
forced six Tiger turnovers in winning their 23rd straight conference
home game.
Eastern also defeated Tennessee State (4-4, 3-2) for the ninth
straight time
But the Colonels fell behind in
the first quarter Saturday on •
17-yard touchdown run by Jarrick
Hillery.
Couch responded with a 47-yard
touchdown pass to Bobby
Washington with 2.37 remaining in
the quarter.
Eastern's John Wright and
State's Patrick McFall hit secondquarter field goals to forge a 10-10
halftime tie.
Eastern took the lead for good
early in the third quarter on
Couch's second TD pass - a
6-yarder to Rondel Menendez with 1121 left.
William Murrell had 29 rushes for
140 yards to lead Eastern.
.

been in there but a couple of
Plays."
Tech managed just four first
downs compared to 25 for the
Racers. Under first-year coach
Mike Hennigan, the Golden Eagles were among the league leaders in turnover ratio entering Saturday's game.
"One thing we talked about
was getting our turnover margin
right," Nutt said. "The defense
did their pan, but I was a little
disappointed in some of the decisions Mike (Cherry) made."
Cherry, who threw for 266
yards on 19-of-34 passing, was
picked off four times.
"We were a little bit sloppy,
just the timing," said Nutt.
"When you miss a Saturday.
that's one thing' you always
worry about during the off week.
But, to score that many points, it
shows you something."
Downs, named OVC offensive
player of the week, capped a
nine-play. 80-yard drive with a
four-yard touchdown run at the
end of the first quarter, putting
MSU up 7-0.
Safety Kenny Thomas set up
the Racers' next touchdown in
the second quarter, picking off an
Andre Caballero pass and returning it to the Tech 17. Three plays
later. Downs scooted into the end
zone from four yards out, making
it 14-0.
Thomas, the team leader in
tackles, was questionable before
Saturday's game after suffering
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an ankle injury in practice. He
said it was hard to come out of a
game when the turnovers were
coming so quickly.
"The defensive line put pressure on the quarterback all day,"
said Thomas, a 6-2, I85-pound
junior from Memphis. "As far as
reading the quarterback, I could
see in his eyes that he was rushing the passes and really didn't
have time to set up and throw a
good ball."
Tech's only drive of the game
resulted in a 37-yard field goal in
the second quarter to cut the lead

E. Illinois 42, Austin Posy 7
CLARKSVILLE. Tenn. (AP) Justin Lynch ran for 155 yards and
a touchdown in Eastern Illinois'
42-7 victory over Austin Peay on
Saturday.
Jararey McDavid rushed for 102
yards as Eastern Illinois (6-2, 4-1
Ohio Valley Conference) gained
325 yards on the ground. His team
was able to drive the ball against
Austin Peay's defense, gaining 29
first doWns.
quarter put Eastern up 21-0 at the
half.

rushed for a career-high 109
yards as the Falcons (1-8) won
for the first time this season. Atlanta's defense shut down Carolina (5-4) after Kerry Collins
left with an injured knee early in
the third quarter following a late
hit by Chuck Smith.
Packers 28, Lions 18
At Green Bay, Brett Favre
didn't miss Antonio Freeman or
Robert Brooks. Playing without
his two best receivers, Favre still
threw for four TDs as the Packers
(8-1) got their 12th straight victory at Lambeau Field. Don
Beebe caught four passes for 106
yards, including a 65-yard TD
catch, and Terry Mickcns, who
hadn't played all season because
of a severe ankle sprain, made
two diving TD catches.
Steelers 42, Rams 6
At Pittsburgh, Jerome Bettis,.

I SCOREBOARD

came back to haunt his former
team. Bettis ran for 129 yards
and two TDs to lead the Steelers
over the Rams, who traded him
away on draft day after picking
Nebraska's Lawrence Phillips.
Erric Pcgram scored on a 91-yard
kickoff return and a 17-yard.run,
while Kordell Stewart scored
twice on quarterback draws for
Pittsburgh. The Steelers are 7-2
for the first time since 1979, the
last time, they won the Super
Bowl. Phillips gained only six
yards for the Rams.
Chargers 26, Colts 19
At Indianapolis, Junior Scan
and the San Diego Chargers
harassed Jim Harbaugh into his
worst game for the slumping
Colts (5-4). The Chargers (5-4)
intercepted four of Harbaugh's
passes, sacked him six fillies and
forced a big fumble. Sean, out
last week with a knee injury..
forced a fumble that the Chargers
recovered at the Indianapolis 42.

'See me for all your family insurance needs
305 N. 12th St., Murray
(next to Century 21)
.....

•MA

733-9627
Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.
State Farm Incurance Companies •
Home Offices: Bloomington, Illinois
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2 7 0 222 142 264
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Atlanta
Sunday's Games
New York Giants 16, Arizona
Atlanta 20, Cantina 17
Cincinnati 24. Bellmore 21
Green Bay 28, Detroit 36
Philadelphia 31. Dallas 21
Plitsburgh 42. St Louis 6
San Diego 26, Indianspole 19
Cliciago IS. Tampa Eity 10
Kansas City 21, Mnnasota 6
Seals 23, Houston 16
New England 42. lAaml 23
Maio MI, Wastengion 13
San Frencieoo 24. New 011011/141 17
Open tee Jediaormlla. New York Jets
Needev's Game
Denver at Oakland, 1 p m
Sunday, Nev. 10
Adam si Washington, noon
Atlanta at Si. LCOS. noon
Waldo at Phileddlphie noon
Green Bay at Kansas Chly. noon
Houston at New Orleans, noon
Indlarepois at lead. noon
New Ervisic-a New York Jets. noon
Oakland at Tame Bay, noon
Patelkagh at Chwinnell. noon
Dein at San Frardaoo, 3 p m
Ballimore at Jadukorwills, 3 pm
Chicago at Newer. 3 pm
Minnesota at Seeds 3 p m
New York Giants at Ceram. 7 pin
Woodsy. Nev. 11
Derck at San Diego. S p m

PLEASE VOTE

STEVE GRACE
Paid for by candidate Steve Grace, 1216 Melrose Drive. Murray, Ky

The Murray State volleyball team reached the 20-win mark this weekend
with Ohio Valley Conference wins over Eastern Kentucky Friday and Morehead Saturday
On Friday, Murray State (20-8, 10-4 OVC)downed Eastern in three games.
15-10, 15-11, 15-3 Chendre (koshers led MSU with IS lulls white Stephanie
Diebold added 13 and Melissa Bridges 11 Joll Kennedy had 18 digs while
Knee Hoffman had 11
On Saturday, Murray topped lAcirehead 15-12. 15-6, 12-15, 15-12 Diebold
had 20 kills white Brashers and Bridges had 18 each Four players were in
clout* digits in digs, led by Brashers with 16 and Hoffman with 15
Murray State returns to action Tuesday night. hosting OVC leader South
east Missouri at 7 in Racer Arena

Graves site of state basketball rules clinic
All First Region coaches and officials are urged to attend a mandatory
stab basketball rules clinic at the Graves County High School cafeteria on
Tuesday, Nov 5 at 7 p m Any persons interested in becoming an othciaI is
also invited to attend For more informaton contact Howard Finley at (502)
443-1148

Local soccer teams list banquet dates
Calloway County will holds its annual boys' and girls' soccer awards ban
quirt tonight at Kenialte Resort, beginning at 6 30 p m
Murray High will have its SOCCIN and golf banquet on Monday. Nov 11 at 7
p m in the high school cafeteria

chool is one ofthe mostimportant parts ofevery child's life and
future. Wouldn't it be great if you could give your son or
daughter the little extra confidence and discipline they need to
excel in school?

S

Now You Can!
We have a program specifically designed to help them be more
successful in school and life. We are so confident that our p?ogram
works, that we offer a money back guarantee*. If your child's
grades don't improve, our program is free. It's just that easy!

I •Eagles...

Give your child the extra edge they
need to excel in school and life-

FROM PAGE 10
Barry Switzer. "He's a champion, but this will hurt him for a
long time."
Safety James Fuller picked off
Aikman's pass at the Dallas 35 to.
set up Gary Anderson's go-ahead
30-yard field goal with 3:19 to
play, giving. the Eagles a 24-21
edge.
But Aikman rebounded to
drive Dallas to the Eagles 3,
where on third down Willis made
his big play. Willis decided to
run the ball out, then looked around and saw Vincent, who sped
the rest of the way for the score
as the Eagles wildy celebrated.
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INTRODUCTORY SPECIAL

Martial Arts Lessons...

'
'299

Start Today!
This program is only available at:

Introductory CourseIncludes Uniform!
(Offer Expires Nov. 30, 1996)
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FREE

I$30

Get Your
FULL SPINAL

EXAMINATION
NO OBLIGATION • NOTHING TO PAY
You may have _one of these 16
DANGER SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES:

VALUE

1.
2.
3.
4,

M=I WNW

Call Today afS' (502) 753-6111
1413 Olive Blvd. • Murray, Ky.

r

Low Back Pain
Headaches
Shoulder Pain
Arthritis

5.
6.
7.
8.

Dizziness
Sore Elbows
Neck Pain
Indigestion

9.
10,
11.
12.

Numb Hands
Bursitis
Pain Down Legs
Muscle Spasms

13.
14.
15.
16.

Numb Fingers
Hip Pain
Tight Muscles
Aching Feet

FIND OUT NOW whether careful, professional chiropractic care can relieve your aches

Or. Dennis L. Heskett, D.C.

and pains.
This examination normally costs $30.00 or more. It will include a chiropractic orthopedic test,
a chiropractic. -neurological test, a blood pressure test, a spinal alignment check, an
examination for restricted or excess motion in the spine, a test for muscle strength and a
private consultation with the doctor to discuss the. results.

This entre examinaton is FREE.
If you want more care and
treatment, we do all the paperwork.

FREE.

FOR PAYMENT HAS A RIGHT TO REFUSE TO PAY.CANCEL PAYMENT OR BE
DISCLAIMER:OUR OFFCE POLCY PROTECTS YOU:'THE PATENT ANO ANY OTHER PERSON RE SPONSSLE
AS A RESULT OF AND WITHiN 72 HOURS OF RESPONOtNO TO THE
REIMBURSED FOR PAYMENT FOR ANY OTHER SERVICES, EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT NHICH IS PERFORMED
ADVERTWEMENT FOR THE FREE SERVICE EXA41INATIOP4 OR TREATMENT.*

CALL for your FREE appointment NOW!

MURRAY CITY COUNCIL
A Voice For The People

MSU volleyball squad hits 20-win mark

Guaranteed!!

Sponsored By:

Jane Rogers Ins.

BRIEFS

Better Grades
Ark

III Rice...
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to 14-3. MSU placekicker Rob
Hart, who is one shy of the OVC
and MSU field goal recad.
booted his 18th of the season to
make it 17-3 at halftime.
In the second half. MSU
scored 24 unanswered points and
the defense forced four more turnovers, including an interception
by backup safety Deon Smith.
"If we work hard, play hard,
run to the ball, then good things
are going to happen," explained
Hutch, who, like the rest of the
defensive starters, played sparingly in the second half. "Good
things always, happen when
you're around the ball."
Racer tailback Steve Cheirs
capped the sconng with his firstever touchdown in the fourth
quarter.
Cornerback William Hampton
picked off a pass for' the third
consecutive game.
Murray State, which also got
83 yards from fullback David
McCann and 61 yards from reserve tailback Donald Hison,
rushed for 291 yards.
'Their linebackers were good
and they played hard, it's just
that our defense kept us out on
the field and Tech's defense just
wore down," explained Brown

Racers 41, Tenn. Tech 3

UT-Martin 7, SE Missouri 6
CAPE GIRARDEAU, Mo (AP)Billy Joe Spann threw a 52-yard
touchdown pass to Deumaine
Reeder as Tennessee-Martin
edged Southeast Missouri State
7-6 on Saturday for its first Ohio
Valley Conference victory.
Spann threw the scoring strike in
the second quarter, and J J.
Brown's point-after turned out to be
the difference.
Southeast (2-6 overall, 2-4 ovc)
drove 70 .yards in seven plays in
the fourth quarter, capped by Britt
Mirgaux's 12-yard touchdown run.
But Eric Warren missed the extra
point, and Tennessee-Martin (1-7,
1-5) held on for the victory. Warren
had won last week's game against
Middle- Tennessee with a 38-yard
held goal in overtime.

MONDAY, NOVEMBER

HESKETT CHIROPRACTIC CENTER

$30

301 N. 12th Street
(et University Square)
Murray, Ky. 42071

VALUE

CALL NOW.
BRING THIS COUPON
WITH YOU.
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Mrs. Beverly Jeanne Garland

Quinton A. Sims

Mrs. Beverly Jeanne Garland, 59, Murray, died Sunday. Nov. 3,
1996, at 6:30 a.m. at St. Thomas Hospital, Nashville, Tenn..
She was former founder, co-owner and partner of The Place and
The Cherry Branch. She was a member of Memorial Baptist Church
And of Winsome Sunday School Class at Memorial.
Born Aug. 30, 1937, in Murray, she was the daughter of the late
Carl Morris Stout and Mrs. Elizabeth Covington Stout. Her mother-inlaw, Mrs. Genie Garland, also preceded her in death.
Survivors include her husband, Robert Marshall Garland, to whom
she was married on June 6, 1958; one son, Robert Gregg Garland and
wife, Cathy, Lexington; two brothers, Dr. Richard Stout and wife,
Lynn, Murray, and Carl M. Stout and wife, Carolyn, Frankfort; two
grandchildren, Robert Jordan 'Garland and Katie Elizabeth Garland;
her father-in-law, Ruel Garland, Murray.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 2 p.m. at Memorial Baptist Church,
Murray. The Rev. Jim Simmons and John Dale will officiate. Burial
will follow in Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home after 5 p.m. today
(Monday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Memorial FtaptistChurch,
Murray, or to the Angel Alert Fund of Calloway County Family Resource Center.

Luther T. Easley
Luther T. Easley, 96, Mayfield, died Saturday, Nov. 2, 1996, at
2:30 p.m. at Heritage Manor Nursing Home, Mayfield.
A retired farmer, he was a member of the Methodist Church. Born
Dec. 19, 1899, in Graves County, he was the son of the late Edward
Jones Easley and Sally Emerson Easley.
One daughter, Mrs. Glenda Harrison, one son, Raymond Easley',
one daughter-in-law, Mrs. Mary Ann Easley, three grandchilderen,
Jimmy Bazzell, Kathy Stubblefield and Carolyn Ahart, and one greatgreat-grandchild, Amanda Marshall, preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Mary Birdie Harwell Easley,
whom he was married on July 4, 1925; three daughters, Mrs. Be
Cope and husband, Alvin L., Mayfield, Mrs. Robbie Lee Bazzell an
husband, Charles, Coldwater, and Mrs. Frances Ahart and husband,
Troy, Browns Grove; four sons, James Easley and wife, Jane, Murray.
Donny Easley and wife, Linda, Kirksey, and Hollis Easley and wife,
June, and 011ie Easley and wife, Becky. Mayfield; two sisters, Mrs.
Allie Mae Dennis, New Orleans, La., and Mrs. L Ruth harpo, Tri City;
16 grandchildren; one stepgrandchild; 17 great-grandchildren; two
step great-grandchildren; two great-great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be today at 2 p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. Al Colley Jr. and Charlie Arnett will officiate. Burial
will follow in Coldwater Church of Christ Cemetery.

Charles Hugh iBuddy)Irvin
Services for Charles Hugh (Buddy) Irvin were Sunday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Hazel. Virgil Hale and Lexie
Ray officiated. Singing was by singers from Green Plain Church of
Christ with Walter Lee Steely as leader.
Pallbearers were Max Henry, Rob Enoch, Bobby Ward, Mike Ernstberger, Johnnie Stockdale and Kenneth Shelton, active; Cecil Spann,
Willie Owen Vinson, Clarice Wilson, Herdrell Stockdale, Dub Henry
and George Robinson, honorary. Burial was in Green Plain Cemetery.
Mr. Irvin, 74, Stateline Road, West Hazel, died Friday, Nov. 1,
1996, at 10:35 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He was a member of Green Plain Church of Christ. Born March 8,
1922, in Calloway County, he was the son of the late Charlie Irvin
and Eva Dalton Irvin. One brother, J.B. Irvin, preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Omeda Irvan; one daughter, Mrs.
Lynda Ward and husband, Larry, and one grandson, Barry Ward and
wife, Tina, Hazel; one sister, Mrs. Verna Newport and husband,
James, Memphis, Tenn.

Quinton A. Sims, 77, formerly of Calloway County, died Thursday,
Oct. 31, 1996, at his home, 3712 Dayton Ave., Louisville.
He had retired as purchasing agent for Veterans Administration
Hospital. He was a member of Middleton Church of Christ. A graduate of Lynn Grove High School, he attended Murray State College. A
World War II veteran, he served overseas and was in Paris, France,
for the victory celebration at the end of World War II.
Born Feb. 24, 1919, in Calloway County, he was the son of the late
John W. Sims and Vernie Swann Sims. Also preceding him in death
were two sisters, Mrs. Mable Tucker and Mrs. Mattie Thompson, and
two brothers, Herman Sims and Hollis Sims.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Delpha Todd Sims, to whom he
was married on Nov. 3, 1949; two nieces, Mrs. Lila Rushing and Mrs.
Linda Gage; a sister-in-law, Mrs. Moyna Sims; cousins, Dulcie Douglass, Mildred Harry, Zane Ray,, Frances Myers, Reba Lee, Winnie
Crouch, and Joe Sims.
The funeral was today at 10 a.m. in the chapel of Heady Funeral
Home, Louisville. Joe L. Connell officiated. Burial was in a cemetery
there.

LOS ANGELES (AP) Doctors treating Frank Sinatra
for a pinched nerve decided
Sunday to keep him in the
hospital a few more days.
"He's doing quite well,
talking and walking and so
forth," said Cedars Sinai Medical Center spokesman Ron
Wise. "But he's uncomfortable because of the nerve."
The 80-year-old crooner
was admitted to the hospital
llriday for what had been expected to be a stay.through the
weekend. The spokesman did
not specify Sunday what day
Sinatra will be released.
Both Wise and the entertainer's publicist, Susan Reynolds, disputed a KCBS television report that Sinatra was
also being treated for pneumonia and possible heart trouble.
"He's being tested and
treated for a pinched nerve,"
Reynolds said.

Mrs. Gertie Sanderson
Funeral rites for Mrs. Gertie Sanderson were Sunday at 1:30 p.m. in
the chapel of Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield. The Rev. George Gardner and the Rev. Glenn Cope officiated.
Pallbearers were Greg Sanderson, Michael Sanderson, Dan Sanderson, William Curd, Wes Morgan, and Terry Rucker. Burial wasin
Dowdy Cemetery.
Mrs. Sanderson, 88, Rt. 8, Mayfield, died Friday, Nov. 1, 1986, at
9:10 a.m. at Mills Manor, Mayfield.
Her husband, Wallace Sanderson, one son, Harold Sanderson, and
one brother, Truman Cope, preceded her in death. She was the
daughter of the late Lou Cope and Mellie Frances Brown Cope.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Judy McIntosh, Mayfield;
four sons, Howard Sanderson, Reno, Nev., and Charles Sanderson;
Ray Sanderson, and Billy Sanderson, all of Mayfield; 11 grandchildren; 10 great-grandchildren.
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Iran denies Shiites
are behind bombing
TEHRAN, Iran (AP) - Iran
denied today that pro-Iranian
Shiite Muslims were behind the
bombing of a U.S. military hous- tag .complex in Saudi •Arabia that.
killed 19 American airmen in
June.
An Iranian Foreign Ministry
statement said news reports suggesting that Saudi Shiites with
links to Iran were involved were
part of "a fresh plot by the United States to create internal differences in the Islamic Arab
countries."
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The Washington Post reported
Friday that Saudi authorities had
obtained confessions from several
suspects in the June 25 bombing
near Dhaharn-castern Saudi. Arabia. It said they implicated Iran
as the instigator of the attack, and
suggested that Syria had advance
knowledge.
It said some of the suspects belongedto a shadowy pro-Iranian
group called the Saudi Hezbollah.
Foreign Ministry spokesman Mohammad Mohammadi said that
report was "baseless."

Prices as of 9 a.m.

'Hilliard Lyons Is a marluA maker In this stock
UNC price unchanged
lVoll'•

Square
Murray, KY 42071
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On April 10, 1996, President Clinton vetoed the legislation to prohibit this horrific procedure,
thereby allowing this brutal procedure to continue with no. restrictions.

What the nurse saw...

Mrs. Ophelia Parker
Mrs. Ophelia Parker, 94, Taylor; Mich., formerly of Calloway
County, died Friday, Nov. I, 1996, at 12:20 p.m. at Rivergate Terrace,
Riverview, Mich.
A retired nurses aide, she was a member of a Church of Christ.
Preceding her in death were her first husband, John Martin, her second husband, Lloyd Parker, and two sons, Ira Martin and Ray Martin.
Born Sept. 10, 1902, in Calloway County, she was the daughter of the
late Charlie Johnson and Effie Fulton Johnson.
Survivors include three sons, Robert Martin and wife, Therese,
South Gate, Mich., Chuck Martin and wife, Evelyn, Vassar, Mich.,
and Bill Martin and wife, Helen, San Jacinto, Calif.; three sisters,
Mrs. Beaulah CrOw, Iowa, Mrs. Addice Reed, Naples, Fla., and Mrs.
Verana Miller, Leesburg, Fla.; one stepdaughter, Mts. Dorothy Parker
Puckett, Taylor, Mich.; a daughter-in-law, Mrs. Regina Martin, West
Covina, Calif.; 24 grandchildren; 33 great-grandchildren; one greatgreat-grandchild.
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home will be in charge of funeral and burial arrangements.

J.C. Cavitt
Graveside. rites for J.C. Cavitt were Sunday at 4 p.m. at Murray
City Cemetery. The Rev. William Henry Hornbuckle officiated. Singing was led by Ms. Ida Bell McGehee.
Miller Funeral Home of Murray was in charge of arrangements.
Mr. Cavitt, 74, Cherry Street, Murray, died Wednesday, Oct. 30,
19%, at 1 a.m. at his home.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Thelma Kinell Cavitt; three
daughters, Ms. Anita Ann Cavitt and Ms. Mary Martha Cavitt, Murray, and Mrs. Eva Cole, Mayfield; five grandchildren.

In September, 1993, Brenda Pratt Shafer, a registered nurse with thirteen years of
experience, was assigned by her nursing agency to an abortion clinic.. Since Nurse
Shafer considered herself"very pro-choice," she didn't think this assignment would
be a problem. She was wrong.

This is what Nurse Shafer saw:
"I stood at the doctor's side and watched him perform a partial-birth
abortion on a women who was six months Pregnant. The baby's
heartbeat was clearly visible on the ultrasound screen. The doctor
Int
le
Nig? It
delivered the baby's body and arms, everything but his little head. The It
Ii,iIci. N
baby's body was moving. His little fingers were clasping together. Ile
was kicking his feet. The doctor took a pair ofscissors and inserted'
them into the back ofthe baby's head, and the baby's armsjerked out in a tlinch, a startle
reaction, like a baby does when he thinks he might fall. Then the doctor opened the scissors up.
Then he stuck the high-powered suction tube into the hole and sucked the baby's brains out.
Now the baby was completely limp.
14; N,

plil•rn• 0 ,1 199 ?, II/1
hI,4111g1
lit

'It 't

t

lif 4.1)(1.i PLOT
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"I never went back to the clinic. But I urn-still haunted by the Mee of that little boy. It was the
most perfect, angelic face I have ever seen."
The medical drawings below depict the partial-birth abortion procedure. They have been validated as technically
accurate by medical experts on both sides of the abortion issue. The partial-birth abortion procedure is used after
20 weeks(4 1/2 months) of pregnancy - often to six months. and later.

Donald J. Fortner
The funeral for Donald J. Fortner was Sunday at 3 p.m. in the
chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev. Jerry Bradford
officiated. Mrs. Jerry Bradford was soloist and pianist. Burial was in
Bazzell Cemetery. ,
Mr. Fortner, 58, Murray, died Friday, Nov. 1, 1996, at 8:01 a.m. at
West View Nursing Home, Murray.
Born Sept. 17, 1938, in Graves County, he was the son of the late
William G. Fortner and Alma Fortner.
Survivors include one son, Don Former and wife, Teri, Hamlin; one
sister, Mrs. Debbie Palmer, Benton; one brother, Arnold Former, Princeton; two grandchildren.

7-'

Guided by Ultrasound, the
abortionist grabs the baby's
leg with forceps

The scissors are removed and
a suction tube is inserted
The child s brains are sucked
out causing the skull to
collapse The dead baby is
•
then removed

Illy abortionist i.,m's scissors
.rd., the baby% skull The
.ss,rs alr:, then opened to
ei.: irge
hole

The abortionist delivers the
baby's entire body, except for
the head

The baby's leg is pulled out
into the birth canal

•Dr,Martin Haskell has performed over 1,000 partial-birth abortions. In a tape-recorded interview With Arneri,can
Medical News, he said, "I'll be quite frank: most of my abortions are elective in that 20-24 week range...80% are purely
elective."
*Some defenders of this procedure falsely claim that anesthesia given to the mother kills the baby before the procedure.
But the American Society of Anesthesiologists says anesthesia given to the mother does riot kill or harm the baby - and
it does not reliably protect the baby from pain.

e
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&
MURRAY FAMILY YMCA

'Dr. Pamela Smith, Director of Medical Education in the Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology at Mt. Sinai
Hospital, Chicago, said, There are absolutely no obstetrical st.rtia.unni encountered in this country which require a
partial del.ivered human fetus to be destroyed to preserve the health of the mother."
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ALTERATIONS, Ruth's
See & Sew 753-6981

$1,000 WEEKLY stuffing
envelopes Free info Send
self addressed stamped
envelope to Express Dept
96_100 East Whitestone
Blvd. Suite 148-345 Cedar
Park. TX 78613
AN Ohio Oil company
needs mature person now
in the Murray area Regard
less of experience, write
EA Read, P0 Box 696
Dayton, OH 45401
CARPENTERS ekplr
ienced only After 6pm
435 4280
DANCERS needed at Doll
House Cafe in Parts TN
No experience necessary
Dancers average $500/
week and up Please call
901 642 4297 after 6pm

470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520

Hee
Wanted

capablished company has immediate
opening for full time
sales & service positions In the office
equipment
field.
Good benefit package. Some experience helpful in ser.vice position, but
sales position has
on job training.
Send resume
P.O. Box 31000
Paris, TN . 38242

FIRST grade teacher now
stay at home mom will
babysit children in my
Woodgate home Infants
thru preschool M F Call
for more info 759 5767
HOME and office cleaning
Now construction daily,
weekly special cleaning
References Ph Valerie.
4% 5914
WILL dean homesi offices
Mourly rates Call 345 2536
and'or 489 2552
WILL clean houses, special
occasions weekly or bi
weekly Responsible with
Ietoronces 759 1264

1113 ausinee,

814 N. 20th St.
Tues., Nov. 5
7:00-?

UNHEARD OF PRICES AT
STOREWIDE REMODELING SALE
Now Going On At

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles North of Murray On The
4-Lane Across From Memorial Gardens
Free Delivery

LOOKING for Dynarni;,
energetic, hardworkaig
people, A well established
company is coming to this
area Looking for pheno
merle' individuals to -train
Excellent inOome opportun
ities' Interested" Call
Christina at 753 7994
MAINTENANCE person
wanted Minor electrical &
plumbing Basic mama.)
trance experience Apply at
906 Broad Extended
Southside Manor M F
flam 12pm

Orr*. etiewseae

E L Terms

LEADERSHIP needed for
fastest growing company in
America Caft Metesa it
489 2413

753 4566

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
If you are under age 65 and qualify for
MEDICARE due to disability we offer
several Medicare Supplement Policies.
All Medicare Supplement Policies are now
standardized into 10 plans offering different
levels of benefits. We can write 7 of the plans
on an "almost guaranteed issue" and the
policies will be issued at the lowest available
premium.
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+ rated
companies to give you the best possible rates
and service.
Please give us a call for a rate quote.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

753-4199 Nationwide 1-800-455-4199

MURRAY Sewing Center,
taking applications now
Apply in person Bel Air
Shopping Center Murray
753 5323
PAPA Johns Pizza now he
ing delivery &Nem Flee
ble hours, excellent pay
Drivers must be 18yrs old.
have reliable car and clean
driving record Apply in
person
SOCIAL Service Director
Immediate opening for So
cial Services Director at
Shady Lawn Nursing Gen
for in Cadiz Must have a
Bahelor s degree in social
work Experience in nuts
ing facility is preferred
Send resume and salary
history in confidence to
Tammy Workman. Shady
Lawn 2582 Cerulean
Road Cadiz . KY 42211
EOE
WANTED 10 people who
want to feel bettor lose
weight and make money.
7539352

CASH paid for good, used
tines shotguns, and pis
tols Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th
Murray

•, 190
,95
200
210
220
240
200
380

Necks
For We

If_ iL ACRES- wooded
Preter northeast -or west
side of Calloway County
1469
ANTIQUES by the piece or
colk_ictions 753 9433 day
or night
ANTIQUES Entire estates
or 1 piece Call Larry Elkins
4.92 8646 days 753 1418
ovenings
CASH tor GI JOE toys, old
or new
753 7185

3 MATCHING light fixtures,
ceiling fan, Kenmore stack
washer & dryer. 753-7947

19 5 SEARS refrigerator,
almond 345-2272

160

Home
Furnishings
PECAN kitchen dining
table with 2 leaves and six
chairs Very good condition Call 753-3002 alter
5 30 weekdays & anytime
on weekends.

''C'ARPET & FL OR COVERINGJ---Doing it right the first time costs
less. than doing it over.

First Ouslity carpet, hardwood, tils & vinyl
WE STAND BEHIND OUR WORK
30 Years Experience
Murray
J r Knight
Saiiis It Installation Tom 104c. fid
Jay Krighl
•
753-7728
Mich KnIght.
Kn.91-as
Hwy 641 1' . Miles South of Murray to HJ:81 sr
-

Taylor

Road

Right 1500 yards

Murray Ledger & Times
Fair Housing Act Notice
All real estate advertised herein is subject to the
FeAleral Fair Housing Act, which makes it illegal to
advertise any preference, limitation or discrimination based on race, color, religion, sex, handicap,
familial status or national origin, or intention to
make any such preferences, limitations or discrimination.
State laws forbid discrimination in the sale, rental
or advertising of real estate based of factors in
addition to those protected under federal law.

We will not knowingly acCept any advertising for
real estate which is in violation of the law. All

Denwele
& Childcare

advertised

-CLEANINotitei is
business Reliable
Linda 759 9553

Me
Call

are

available on an equal opportunity

basis.
For further assistance will Fair Housing Advertising requiremente-arritart NAA Counsel Rene P.
Milani, (703) 648-1000

450
400

Public Soie
For Trod.
kee Column
Wonted

759-9839

A-FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667
SEASONEfil firewood
436-2562

PIANO for sale Cheap! A
'Fixer- Upper Must sell
A.S.A.P. Best offer.
759-4756.

PCKAp.a-.

270

Mobilo
Homes For Sell

New Buildings
All Sizes Available
753-3853

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!

AMERICi
3yr old I
&Wren.

In advance!

a-AKC G
1 black/
Swim. S
$200. 36

Arm=
TIRED of The motels?
Stay In a fully furnished
lakefront home. 2br,
kitchen, living room,
satellite Vv. $29/night,
when prepeld monthly.
502-438-2767.

CHOCOL
Males,
$150. 50

WELL maintained 38r, 1
1BR new apartment availbath house, attached garable now on Diuguid Dr. 38R brick, near University.
age, appliances furnished.
Appliances furnished in- Also, 3br house 6 minutes
Edge of city limits/
cluding w/d, $325/mo. No North of Murray. No pets.
Southwest Distritt
pets. Coleman RE. Year lease & deposit.
$500/m0, prefer non753-9898.
759-4826.
smoker. No pets
1 OR 2br apts near down- 3BR, w/d hookup, stove & 423-525-3181.
town Murray. 753-4109.
refrig. 753-2093.
28R, I bath, bad( duplex LARGE 3br, 3 bath, in Marwith garage & automatic tin Heights, single family
360
door opener. 759-4703 or subdivision, $700/mo.
For Rale
753-7688.
Or Liam
753-5344.
28R apartment in North- NICE- 2br home, minutes CREEKVIEW Self-storage
wood, $315. 759-4406.
froni Murray, block to wa- warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney's.
2BR brick, w/d hook-up, ter. $375/rtio. Call
$20-$40/mo. 759-4081.
527-9639.
patio, redecorated, new
carpet. No pets. $345/mo.
Call 753-6931.

$188,6x1
supplies
macy. 75

2BR nice duplex, central
h/a, appliances furnished.
Coleman -RE.- 753:9898.

DOG HO

ing at $34
styles av
Farmacy,

00G KEI

DOG obe
private. S
years. 43
FREE to
female bl
No papei

ACREAG
acres of I
cord area
HALEY
Haley,
759-4218

* UNDERPINNING *,
(Skirting)

KOPPER
buyers WI
homes-all
you we tl
contact o
ous an
agents at
by office

LtfETHVIE- WARRANTif--

AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY_ 1,2 & 38R apartments. Mur-Cal Apartments, 902 Northwood Dr,
Murray, KY. 759-4984.
Housing
Equal
Opportunity.

White, Grey, Tan & _Beige

FALL SALE — FALL SALE
14x70 - 24" Avg. Height $305
Complete Material.

FOUR STAR
Mobile Home Parts & Service

BRAND new, 2br, 1% bath
townhouse, appliances
plus w/d furnished, $500
per month. 1yr lease, lmo
deposit. No pets. Call
753-2905 Of 753-7536.

COME see all the changes
that we taking place here at
12X72 GAS furnace, need Radek) We now have 2br
minor repairs, $2,000. apts available, central h/a,
(502)767-9241
lots of closet space, carpet1985 LASER, 14X70, 2br, 2 ing, appliances furnished,
baths, central h/a, $11,000. added security, handicap
Can be seen at Garrison accessible. Stop by our ofMotor Sales, located on fice to EN out an application
Diuguid Dr. across from or call 437-4113 for directions. Office hours, MonShoney's Inn. 753-6000.
Fri, 7:30-3:30. Equal Hous1990; 14x70 MOBILE ing Opportunity. TDDO
home in Coach Estates. 1-800-545-1833 ext 287.
2BR, 2 bath, storage building included Newly remod- EXTRA large & extra nice
eled. Call 753-8173 or 2br duplex. 2MI baths & 2
baths, all appliances
492-8282.
furnished. No step en1992 CLAYTON 46X28 trances, all doors 3' wide,
doublewide, must be covered carport & 20'X30
moved. Call 753-9615, af- storage building in the rear.
ter 6pm.
Referenceis required. No
1994 CLAYTON 16X60 pets. 753-3018.
mobile home, 3br, 2 bath, FOR LEASE, beginning in
central heat & air, $2,000. November in Chestnut St.
Take over payments Call Townhouses. Attractive 2br
753-9198 after 7pm
unit leases for $450.
Freshly painted and in280
dudes all appliances. Cal
Mobile
Grey's Properties at
Homes For Rime
759-2001.
2BR, no pets. Must have KENTUCKY Lake, Lakereferences. 753-9866.
land Woad)/ Village, lbr
2 OR 3BR, gas or electric, apartment, utilities incentral h/a. Edge of city cluded, rent based on income.62 & older, or handilimits 753-5209
cap & disabled. Equal
RENT to Own, 2br in_ Rivi- Housing Opportunity.
era, 12x65, central gas 502-354-8888.
heat_ Coleman RE,
LARGE brick duplex in nice
753-91398,
private area, central HVAC,
gas, utility room. No pets,
2ris
$400 per month. Lease
Mobile
plus deposit. Available
Home Late Fir Rest
11/1. 759-1087 after 5cvn.
'4 ACRE lot, $75/mo.
NEW large 2br, 2 bath apt.
753-6012
Appliances furnished,
washer & dryer hook-ups,
300
low utilities. Near Aurora on
Ituabsee
Hwy 68. $4251ree. Call
Rentals
474-2774 or 354-8824.
DOWNTOWN upstairs office space overlooking ONE bedroom apt., unfurnCourt Square. Rent $575 ished, one block from USU.
includes utilities 753-1266. Washer & dryer. No pets.
Deposit & 1 year lease. For
OFFICE or retail space in more information. Rogers
Southside Shopping Cen- Enterprise. at 753-5140.
ter. Available Nov 1
VERY nice 3mo old, 2br, 2
753-4509 or 753-6612.
duplex w/garage. AN
bath
lease,
space
OFFICE
for
Including w/d,
ances
aPPli
21.St
N 561
10496
,:,:i,753.
Walnut Plaza,
, central get h/a. Lease plus
deposit. No pets, $575/mo
906-B, N 20th. 753-3119.

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage

AKC pup
hums, bla
dki,
502-235-1

• Deodines We 2 days

3BR. 1 bath, appliances
furnished. No pets. 1310
Sycamore. Lease & deposit
required. Phone 753-0932
or 753-5898.

SKI MACHINE CaN after 6

AKC Go
black/ le
old Exce
breeder,

7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday Closed

MISCELLANEOUS
410
S40
560
5.70

LARGE
sale or
489 2116

_OFFICE HOURSz

18R low utilities. No pets.
Reference & deposit required. $225/mo.
753-3949.

trade

persons are hereby informed that all dwellings

CHILDCARE in my home
Available 7 days. 24hrs
759-5472

440

GUNS, buy, sell
436-5650

afWDINQ
P
fordable, romantic, elegant,
planned just for you. Includes little chapel, ordained minister, music,
COUNTRY green tradiflowers, bridal gown, m-o-h
matching
with
couch
tional
dress, tuxedos, videos &
chair. $200 Overstuffed '
--photos. Honeymoon suite/
multi color loveseat, $200:
jucuzzi, limo/ champagne,
Flexsteel recliner, $50.
on beautiful KY Lake.
Nordictra,ck, $300.
or
75 3 - 1 300
753-4292
1-888-367-6757 free info.,
J's Formal Wear &
ROUND rolls of hay for sale
I invit mina
exercise bike 436-5693

SUNFLOWER Seed,
$10,95 for 50th Many other
Wild Bird feed varieties
available Largest bird
feeder collection in area. Farmer's Farmacy,
759-2248

Mobile Homes For Su b
For Sole or Lease
Horne loci'
Rea Estcre
Lake Proper',
Lots For Sae
Forms For Sae
Homes For Su r-

2BR, 2 bath, central h/a.
appliances furnished Also
2-3br duplex. Coleman RE
753-9898.

41 1)(60)(16' Quonset hut,
galvalum building with
12'X12' garage door end
walls Brand new, $8,969
Free 'delivery if purchased
22, 1996
by Nov
489 2284

SEE us for your barn orroof
metal Cut to length
Cover's 36 inches, many
colors Economy Metal &
5upp4y Co 489-2722

REAL ESIAIE SALES
,
3.55
420
430
4,35

1BR, extra dean, completely furnished, $250/mo,
$250 deposit. No pets.
436-2722.

BETTY'S BLUE BARGAIN BARN..Varietyshop
Nice used furniture, collec
tibles, antiques Open
House Oct 26- Nov 10,
with refreshments & door
prizes 121 N, 614 miles
from Murray between Stella
& Coldwater Open MonSat, 10am-6pm, Sun
1pm-6pm ,Ph 489-2906 •

Advettliers are tequeeted to
check The OM Ineedlon et
desk ads lot any error. Murray
Lodger8 /knee ‘0111 be responsible foe **one Incurraid ineedlon. My error
should be reported Immediately so corrections can be
mode.

BHB Firearms has moved
to town, 767-9744. Pistols,
nfles, shotguns, hunting
supplies

150

COMMERCIAL tanning
bed. 44 bulb, stand up unit
10 15 sessions 489-2116

Opportunity

CANCER
INSURANCE

4Y 40e 4tY

165
170

Deramitic
& Childcare

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

to thank ,everyone for their kindness and the
flowers and food you sent. We appreciate
everything very much.
A special thanks to Donnie Elliot for the
beautiful songs he put together and thanks to
Bro. Paul Bogard for his kind words, may
God bless. eaeh and everyone of you.
We loved Herb very much. lie was such a
loving husband and .father.
Thanks so much.

lac
15()
155
or)

MERCHANDISE
Computers
Trod.
For Sole
Wont to Buy
Articles For Sole
Appiionc es
Home Gurn,stings
Anricwes
Voc Jum Ceoners
Sewing Machines
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Miscelianeous
T V & R00,0
. PptS & Supplies

320

GOVT-POSTAL JOBS FRANCHISE opportunity,
high traffic area $150,000
DIFFERENT & exciting -Now hiring start $16 74hr investment,
unlimited in
store looking for Ten and/ For appl & info Call be
come based on your work
or women to enter manage- twee° 11,'03r96 t e 11 '9t
•iabits .502 247 2096
ment training program. 818 506-5354 ext 5220
Need to be people oriented, GROW WITH US, If you PAY PHONE ROUTE 35
.aggressive, &. hard work- -Ewe -management expue 142e-11_8 eeteblished sites
ing . Experience preferred
Earn up to, -f1c0C3—)-rikli
once ardor a college de
I 800 696-4980
Join a fast growing corn- grew and are eager.for the
pany. Enjoy a great future challenge of SUCCOSS in a
Contact Posey at fast paced incluse.), we
759-5815
may have an opportunity
for you as a. MANAGER or
ASSISTANT MANAGER
486 GATEWAY computer
We offer five day woe. I
printer 753 8666 or
week fully paid 6 week '53
6433
vaca
program,
training
No age limit to apply If
tions, tuition reimburse
COMPUTER CLASSES
your present policy is
ment, liberal medical
NOW BEING HELD DAYS
over 10 years old it
dental coverage, a Clear AND EVENINGS FOR
may not cover some of
WINDOWS 95, INTERtrack to total P81_ responsi
the newer treatments
Children's clothes, toys,
btlity, bonus incentive lot NET, MS OFFICE AND
such as chemother
bikes. ladies & men's
store managers Please OTHERS. CALL HAWKapy For free informa
send resumes to Randy INS RESEARCH AT
ton call
clothes, new typewriter,
Heathcott, 3878 Old Du- 753-7001 TODAY.
Jerry McConnell
new KIRSH pleated
blin Rd., Mayfield, KY
Insurance
shades - picture winBM P52 with color moni
42066. 502-623-6847
insublue
Soft
dow
to' Software includes
753-4199
HELP Wanted Temporary Microsoft Windows Micro
'Iree local clam serv,ce•
lated, many items
phone canvassers for the ‘-ott Word for Windows &
Murray City Directory
otus 1 2 3 Also included
030
030
-4
ible hours working out tit a IBM PSI Printer and a
Cord
Card
your home Reply (incluc, computer cart $700 obo
of Thanks
of Thanks
ing your phone number) to
753 ,1•64
City Directory. Inc FJO Box
The family 01- Herbert Calhoon would like
1040G. Murray KY 42071

Yard Sale

Motorcycies
Auto Senec es
Auto Ports
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Compers
Boors & Motors

120

070

050

Wanted

530

TRANSPORTATION

•• 9 L05
o' Rent
'

Foulpr•-,e,
, vellOCK & Supr_ii
Po-t'y &L-xiIS
ockJce
Feed & Seea

insurance
E rterminating
Business Services
Heating & Cooling
Services Offered

080
230
250
290

KAT ESTATE RENTAL
es for Rent

Notice

I4QUSE of Clothes. now
open Mon-Sat,9 to 5, Sun 1
ES Nice consignment clothing $triCIO Buys mere.
women, children leans,
sweaters, sweal shirts,
dresses 13 Miles from
Murray on Hwy 464 Call
489 2243 or 753-6981

CraidCOre

Pe•SO-•0 S

060

FREE Pregnancy Tests
Litehouse 753-0700

00 Won ted
.

AILIVEMEND

753-1916

SERVICES

EMPLOYMENT

ego Notice
Notice

020
025
CAC
040
05C

'PO
370
ford Sale $7.50 Preps:id 390
40C
A $2.00 lee WIN be required to make
any changes to ad otter deadline. 55C

ENJOY a massage and relieve pain release stress
relax mind and body Call
Dave or Tern at Massage
To You, 7 days, 10a 10P
753 3801
Housecalls
Available!

CALL

ANNOUNCEMENTS

blind box ads,

020

TO PLACE

'492-8488
S NW Tenn For
se-0, W

IC Yews

BARKLE'
mobile h
ished wi
14X16 act
nate, we
crite to
weekendi
clean. $
924-5536,

641 Storage
Available Now
4x5 • 4x10 • 5x10
10x20 • 10x25

Call 753-5585

HALEY'S
lUgl9Puck
MRental and Sales
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
"Don't Let The Name Fool You"
112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071

Phone: 753-6910

SI

Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

Beasley Antenna Service
901-642-4077
Scrking Henry & Surrounding Counties Since 1989.
Towers, antennas, rotors & amplifiers. We install.
repair Fic sell quality Channel Master parts. 40'
tower, antenna, rotor, amplifier & coax run for 1
TV 5650.00. la" Echostar satellite system w/1 yr.
of America's top 40 programming +30 CD
channels(A S300 value)only S499! After 1st year,
keep 40 channels for S19.99 or pick 10 channels
for $10 per month. Financing available-with no

Da

Ihry S

• Pa,

down payment!

Co

WE NUM IN
LONG-TERM
RELATIONSHIPS.

KT?

Many of our drivers have been

Dal the
hear a

with us for 10 years or more.
iff
.
6
I
"14
;41,11170

330

Rooms
For Reed
Pa 115t
111111
1117117q 10 Lail;
AM,

1614 OLIVE. gas heat, all
utilities furnished Coleman
RE. 753 9898

OPP: spoditi

340

ATLAS CARRIERS,INC.

Howse

Far liArd

We Treat Drivers Like Family

3BR,2Oath,2car garage in
Piratei. Cove. 437-4180
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7
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

.14k0

kw noel
Or Leal.
NORTHWOOD storage
presently has units evadable
753 2905 or
3-7536
3no
Fir Ii.
Or Leese
LARGE tobacco barn for
sae or rent Coil:heater
489-2116 leave message

CLOSE to Lake 12x60
2br,
bath Mobile home
on 4 large wooded lots
acres, iv/CHA
Approx 1
All utilities, 12122 room addiaoin under construction,
Mie to
storage building
boat ramp in Korean& Lake
Shore Heights lit $13,500
buys it 502-436-5719 if no
answer leave message No
Realtors please

LAKE Barkley waterfront
home, 3, 2 bath, 12X32
deck finished, basement,
work shop, boat dock,
AKC German Shepherd, gentle slope Mint condiblack/ tan female 34 yrs tion, $108,400 Phone
old Excellent guard dog & 502-924-5536 evenings
breeder, $150 382-2485
Pols
Supplies

AKC puppies. Tiny Chihuahuas. black male Toy Poodle. Min-Pins Hopkinsvolle,
502-235-9668

410
Foe Sale

AMERICAN Eskimo Spitz,
3yr old male Good with
children $50 382-2485

3 HUGE corner lots in Preston Heights, 500 feet from
city emits Al underground
city utilities 753-2339

a AKC German Shepherd,
1 black/ tan male puppy left,
6wks Shots & wormed.
$200 382-2485

BEAUTIFUL trees, maple,
oak, dogwood, cherry.
Rated choice building area
en Murray Call 753-6453.

CHOCOLATE Labs, AKC
Males, $200, females
$150 502-376-2728

MURRAY Estates Staling
at $18,000 Great location
for now & the future
502 - 4 35 - 4 48 7 ,
904-673-0040

DOG HOUSE Sale Start
mg at $34 95 Many sizes &
styles available Farmers
Farmacy, 759-2248
DOG KENNELS, 10x 10x6$188, 6x12x6 $179 While
supplies last FEWITHEIr's Fatmacy 759-2248

NICE lot in Oakwood Terrace Subdivision, great location, close to golf course
and school Must sell
502-527-7170

DOG obedience classes or
private Serving Murray 14
years 436-2858
FREE to good home, 2
female black Lab puppies
No papers 759-9383

430

Real
Estate
ACREAGE five to eight
acres of land in New Concord area 436-2487.
HALEY Appraisals Bob
Haley, state certified
759-4218
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waibng to purchase
homes-all price ranges. It
you we thinking of sellingcontact one of our courteous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St

435
Lake
Prcperty
BARKLEY Lake access
mobile home. 2br, furnished washer & dryer,
14X16 addition, electric furnace, wood burner, concrete foundation, nice
weekender or starter home,
clean. $23,000. Phone
924-5536, evenings.

150

Used
C-

Used
Trucks

48R, 2 bath beautiful older
bnak home weh wipe a
fireplace $90's Coleman
RE. 753-9898

1987 Chevy Sprint, Wont
end wrecluid, motor runs
excellent, $300 753-3567

1983 SUBURBAN, runs
very good $1.800
753-0717

1987 TOYOTA Celica
GTS, good condition, 1
owner, sunroof, loaded.
$3,500 sob° 759-9983

1989 CHEVY Cheyenne
pickup, 5ap VG TWO was &
chrome wheels 759-9246

48R, 3 bath house with
lanced in back yard on
Tabard Dr in Martin
Heights Reasonably pr
iced
759 4703 or
753-7688
LARGE 4 bedroom home
Mil grape, city ulliellee,
gas heat, in quiet neighborhood
Upper $30'5
492-8680

WORKING DAIRY- dairy
parlor built in 1991, 600
gallon bulk tank, 2 stock
barns, equipment shed, 3
grain bins, four bedroom
brick home,. Priced at
sse,soo.00. For more details, call Tommy Moody,
REALTOR,
at
1-800-642-5093, Moody
Realty Co., Inc, 414 Tyson
Ave., Paris, TN.

1988CHEVYColebritystaIonwagon, 55,XXX ackiel
mWec eke new =damn
lots of extras $3,900
753-0717

1170

akikereyeles
1986 YAMAHA 4-wheeler,
molo 4, Up,shah drive with
reverse, racks included.
Good condition Runs
great. $1,500 Call
762-4059 or 753-8318.

VMS

A-1 Tree professionals
Stump removal tree spraying, serving Murray, Calloway County since 1980
Free estimates 437-3044
or 492-8737

FOR sale 4 wheelee, 1997
Yamaha Blaster, 2 months 1978 GRAND Pnx, runs
old, 2 helmets & gloves, good, $750 Call 753-5696
$3200 753-1834 or
ites
753-7744
HONDA Spree scooter,exc
oond, great Christmas present, $595 Call 753-5738

1984 DODGE Ram Capvan, EIMAT CaSsette.. ail.—
excellent condition.
753-1152.

Used
Coo

160

28R, 1 bath bnck house
with 1 We, with fruit trees,
2 car garage, central air,
gas heat, out building. Located in Almo area. Convienent to 641 $70,000.
753-8341.
2YR old home,4 miles from
town, 3br, 2 full baths, 2 car
garage. Large lot and lots of
extras... 753-4761.
38R, 2 bath brick near University, central gas h/a,
fenced backyard, outbuilding. 750-9248.

1986 DODGE (church)
maxe-van, 15 passenger,
new motor & tires. $3.200
obo 901-247-5388

1984 CUTLASS Supreme
Brougham, 2dr, loaded,
nice car, aluminum wheels,
white letter 1WEPS 753-2260,
leave message

1987 FORD Aerostat minivan, duel air, tilt, cruise
nice, 93,XXX -miles,
$3,850 753-8453

1985 OLDS Royal 88, mechanically sound, almost
new rubber Cal 492-8345.
1985 TOYOTA Tercel
hatchback, 103,000mi.,
body good condition, stick
shift, good student car,
$1,200. 1989 Mercury
Grand Marquis, all power,
cruise, very nice car in excellent condition, $4,200.
753-0725 anytime.

1993 DODGE Carivan SE,
loaded, exceptionally
clean 436-2669 after 5pm
500
Used
Trucks
1976 EL CAMINO, 1
owner, 55,xxx miles,
$2,800 obo. 753-2913.

DIAL ".• 753-1916

SEPTIC TANK CLEANING
7 Days Per Week

MURRAY 753-9224

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital
762-1100

*
*
*
*

Commercill Waste
Disp3sal
All Types of Refuse Service

1-800-585-6033

KTN CARPET CLEANING
Carpet • Upholstery

1 (800) 642-7740
Dial the BOO number tam When you
hear a recorded message enter the
Access Code 85

Jim Caylor
Ronnie England

INSURANCE
Lou V. McGary

You are responsible for the deductibles that
Mediare does not pay.$736 on Part A;$100 on
Part B. Call me for more information.

FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS
753-7690 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

tr...aupta
*0,4'

Ed's Wheel Alignment
..:•4

•

Alignment & Complete Brake Service,
Straits and Shocks etc.
301 Olive St.
Mon.-Fri. Edison Jones, Owner
(502) 753-1351
Murray, KY 42071 7700-4:00
AUG44444001

ECONOMY METAL & SUPPLY CO.
"Your Source For Metal Rooting & Siding
Doors, Windows, Door Tracking & Trolleys,
and Insulation for Metal Buildings
Office: (502) 489-2722
Butterworth Rd. (Hwy 299)
Home: (502) 489-2724
Murray, KY 42071

Whot a Way fo Stcirt the Week;

- Dial Now

—

Advertise Here!
Dial-A -Service is a handy clip-out section running each Monday in the class:teds You yet a 2x1 display ad, reoiarly
priced at $12 00, for

Only $6 A Week!

Does Your Policy Pay 100%
of the Deductibles?
MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

y

00111M4M
Ntp
Over 20 Years In Business
SERVICES AVAILABLE
Rentals begin at 529.99
Area's largest & only In Stock Formal Wear.
Social Invitations by Carbon Craft and McPherson.
Discounts on rentals depending on size of wedding.
304 Main Street
Court Square West
Murray, KY 42071
Paris, TN 38242
(502) 753-1300
(901)6.42-5300
Weddings, Proms and Banquets

David's Cleaning Services
'Cleaning'
Ylnyt Sidorg • Homes Mobile Homes • Boats • Bnc.ii Dnveways
• Penury Lots •
Exienor Cleaning • kid Cleaning Avadable
David Borders
Phone
Insured
(5021759-4734
Completely Moboe
Cellular (502)853-1108

Formal Wear
and Limousine

753-1916
•Remodeling •Additions

•Patios •Siding
20 Years Experience

,v.

'

•• • •
•

,•

•

GUTTERS cleaned &
paired No job too small
527-7380
KITCHEN C rOWET REFACING Make your old
new again with Formica All
colors, free estimates
Wulffs Recovery Murray
KY 436-5560
LAMB Brother Home lm
provements, remodeling
additions roofing, siding,
free estimates 436-2269

NEED a carpenter? Cal
753-2627 We do all types
of construction Specsakze
in houses remodeling
decks porches garages
concrete trim and other
odd jobs
PLUMBING repairs, fast
service 436-5255
PLUMBING Repair All
types plumbing repair
Reasonable rates
502 437 4545

SEAMLESS gutters installed, residential or commercial, Serval Gutter Co
753-6433
SHREDDED mulch for
sale. Will also remove
leaves. 753-6226,
753-4168.

me Laflamme
24 Mr Stn.*,
Gunn Chasaning
A/44*h Hauling
Land*.aping
/ledge Trimming
ram Samataes

50.2-4136-5•742•4
1.-800- 54181-5.26.2
Lick:MED I MIRED
Tree Trtramme
7 rev Hemmed
Owned & Operated
%rump Reg110.411
111
• Jr*O..p Siff KV
1 nil), Hauling Em
1 IN1 I kNII3
f
l...ear ul
t 4,meneent

1.1hi.tiolN la'•

Custom
CABINETS
a WOODWORKING
Will Build To Your

Specifications!
• Kitchen Cabinets`& Vanities
• Office Furniture & Entertainment Centers
• Solid Surface Counter Tops

502-759-9672
(.10 N 4111-St
Fl•ster) • Slurry
A DIVISION OF SOL:1M RN WAI I SYS! I
INC

Nommum

I

ATTENTION
Contractor or Home Bulkier:

TELEPHONE Jacks In.
et•Iled, $35.00 Cable
jacks added, moved Business telephone systems
sold and installed Custom
home electronics saes and
service Murray Telephone
and Electronics 753-7567
Prompt Reliable Service

Cooksey's Plumbing
Licensed Master Plumber
Free Estimates
New Construction - Repair Water Heater Replacement

Phone 436-2667i I
III MIMI
111

THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors Licensed, insured Estimate available
759-4690

LEAF raking and odd jobs,
dependable college students 767-07'92 or
767-0679

WALTER'S Contracting,
Gerald Walters, owner.
Vinyl siding, painting,
decks, additions, roofing,
20yrs experience, free estimates. 753-2592

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
All Types Of:
Custom Woodworking

Kitchen &- Bath Cabinets

We Specialize
In All Your
Roofing Needs—
Home Repairs
Welcome!
Free Estimates

LEE'S CARPET CLEANING has served Murray for
25 years All new equipment cleans deep, dries
fast. Free Estimates.
753-5827.

B&R Roofing
492-8884

i.1"..1"•••••••••••—••••

• Drop by and see our showroom
40D SUNDU44Y
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WANTED Odd sobs Landscaping, mulching, clean
gutters, tree removal. trim
shrubs, hauling, teat dean
up, aerabng. *lazing. etc
For free estimate call
753-9048 Leave message
Have references,
experienced

WOOD VCR repairing
VCR's camcorders, micro
waves Mon Fri,9 12 1 5
Free estimates Visa/MC
accepted 753-0530

Classified

ABSOLUTE AUCTION
Saturday, November 9 • 1:00 p.m.
Murray, Kentucky'
2 hoU-Ses and 3.25 acres in 2 tracts, outstanding wooded lots.
Location: 3 miles southeast of Murray just off
Hwy. 121 on Old Salem Road.

•

BOB'S Plumbing Service
All work guaranteed Free
estimates 753-1134
• aee

BUSHHOGGING, box
blade, front end loader, 52*
tiller for garden & yards.
Landscaping, yards
mowed & weed Gated.
Snow removal, free estimates Call Gary. 753-0912
or Pop 492-8530.
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CARPET CLEANING
Emergency water remove/
Expert furniture cleaning
Pet odor removal Free Estimates LEE'S 753-5827
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home. boats. RVs
and etc Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 759-4664
CLEANING yards, barns,
sheds attics garages
Hauling Free estimates
Luke Lamb, 436-5960

Tract #1 - 2,/2 acres,6 room frame house with vinyl siding, storm windows, gas heat, well
and community water at street, outside storage. This is one of the most beautiful lots in
western Ky., with an abundance of mature hardwood trees and just the right slope to the
land.
Tract #2 - 3/4 acres, five room mobile home inclosed with outstanding lot.
These tracts will be offered separate and then in combination.
Term: 20% down day of sale and balance on delivery of deed within 45 days.

COMPLETE residential
construction New homes,
add-aria, garages & remcd
ehng Free estimates Call
753- 7091
COUNTERTOPS, custom
Homes, trailers, offices
Wulff's Recovery, Murray
436-5560

Don't miss this one where you set the prices!

CUSTOM BUILT wooden
decks & fencing Excellent
workmanship Affordable
rates 753-7860

10% buyers premium added to last bid in order to arrive at the sales price.

C.W. SHELTON AUCTION COMPANY
212 South 71h St.

Mayfield, Ky. 42066
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(800) 455-5864
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Tree Service

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free es
timates Day or night
7535484

LAMB'S Painting and Contractors No job too large or
Residentialsmall
Sandblasting- Spray Paint
mg 436-5950

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 mapr
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455

mb Brothers

ROOFING and painting, in
tenor, exterior, etc 25yrs
experience 10% Discount
Senior Citizens Mowing &
Yard Maintenance
474-0107

ALL carpentry 15yrs exp., LICENSED for electric and
foundations, slabs, sidew- gas 435-4358
alks, driveways, buildings,
remodeling, repairs, AGC MACHINING, molding 8
casting services available
certified 489-2214
JIRAK
CASTING ANTIQUE refinishing, fur- 753-4554.
niture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056
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G & E Plumbing repairs
Free estimates 492-8680
or 759-5613

D & D Lawn Care Will do
leaves 489-2296

Phone • 753-6692 e. Glen Colson

,: •

GEARIG Construction featuring steel buildings
industrial- commercialagricultural
Call
502 382 2604

CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work. septic systems, 354-8161 after 4pm,
Horace Shot/A,

Colson Home Reppirs

,

FLOORING Sanding of old
hardwood flooring & refin
ishing or new white oak
installed, finished $5/t1
complete 502-527-2993

MORRIS Mobile Home
Movers licensed & In
sured Phone 767 9630

BACKHOE SERVICE.
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation, repair, replacement_ 759-1515

Complete Formal Wear Headquarters

cs

FALL fix-up timel All types
home repairs and improvements, from painting to
yard clean-up One call
does it all! Morns Property
Management 759.4599

oiNed

BACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL Septic system, drivewar, hauling, foundations,
etc 759-4664

(Clip This Ad And Save For A Randy Reference)

CAMP

ALL around hauling, junk
clean up cleaning out
sheds/ gutters Leaf mulching, tree work Free estimates Joe 436-2867

EMERGENCY WATER
REMOVAL LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING.
753-5627.

ARE you up to your knees
in leaves' Dependable,
hard- working sidings want
to earn extra money raking
your leaves 492-8899

You Can Advertise Here For
$6.00 per week- (13 week minimum)

„T.

A & A Lawn Care Leaf
mulching, raking & funk
hauling Tree trimming.
Mark Lamb 436-5791.

DAVID'S Cleaning Set
vase 'Cleaning vinyl aid
mg, homes, mobile homes
boats brick driveways
partung lots all exterior
cleaning, acid cleaning
available Deed Borders
Insured Compile** Mobile Phone 502-759-4734
Cellular 502-853 1108
DEER PROCESSING- You
siun them & wel proton
atonally custom out, grind &
wrap for your freezer Call
Olde Tyme Meal Shoppe.
Dixieland Center Murray
753 MEAT

APPLIANCE REPAIR
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 30+ years experience. BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848.

Dial-A-Service

...V •

1992 EDDIE Bauer Explorer, 4X4 new Michelins
759-5888

1996 MERCURY XR7 C,ou•
gar, loaded, excellent'condition, extended warranty,
low miles, one owner,
$18,000 753-1227

190

Home
For Sale

1990 SILVERADO. 58.000
miles, great condemn, let
753-9658

Al Al A TREE SERVICE,
stump removal, tree spraying, hedge trimming, landscaping, mulch hauling &
mulch spreading, gutter
cleaning Licensed & insured, Full line of equipment, Free estimates Tim
Lamb
436-5744,
1400-548-5262.

1995 FORD XL150, 6cyl,
Mute, Sap, 32,XXX miles,
like new, $10,500
345-2165

i
lia Swam

-Services
Offered

1991 BUICK Regal Cus
1996 DODGE Dually SLT,
tom, 88,XXX miles, grey, Turbo Doesei Fully loaded.
4dr, $6,000 1989 Cutlass all power. custom
wheels.
NEAR University, 2 or 31x, Oldsmobile Supreme
running boards towing
100,XXX
red
dining room, carport. Un2dr, $2,900
package White with blue
ique design includes cedar Cali 767-0410
interior Excellent condisiding, loft with cathedral
1901 DODGE Dynasty like tion, 44,xxx miles Engine
ceiling, skylights Fireplace
new See at 1808 College warranty to 100xxx miles
with insert, utility room
$20,500 Call 474-8704 alFarm Rd or call 753-8507
Large lot with storage shed,
to( 6pm
shade & fruit trees, everg- 1992 CADollac Sedan De
reens, flowering shrubs, mile, dark blue, extra clean,
510
space tor garden New roof, 81.XXX miles 759-1987
thermal windows, many
Campus
nice touches, $51,900 BY 1992 GRAND Sport Buick
•
Regal, loaded, mint cord- 1995 35FT Prosster camowner 753-7452.
Don 753-8666 or 753-6433 per, with 16ft slide-out,
NEW 2,920aq ft duplex,
1992 HYUNDAI Elantra, electric tack awning Ex2br, 2 bath & garage
97,XXX
on car, 40,XXX on cellent condition 1 owner,
753-7457
obo
mote,sunroof, a/c, am,fin, $20,000
NEW, 2 story, ex, 2'4 cassette. Nice, $3,500 502-489-2245
baths Open foyer, col- 753-7240.
520
umns, tile floors, etc, etc
Boils
1995
BUICK
Riviera,
comCity subdivision Ready to
Motets
pletely
loaded,
12x
xx
mites
sell. 759-2571, 435-4013,
Cal 753-7785.
1987 SUMMERSET house
435-4040
boat, excellent condition,
OPEN DAILY from 1906 DODGE Neon High: 14X62 Call 753-3744 after
liner,
5sp,
white,
2dr,
800200 new house on
39rn
Oak Hill Drive in Campbell 38,XXX miles (mostly highEstates, or cal 753-3903 way miles), anVfm cas530
sette $9,000 or make an
for appointment
Setykos
offer! 436-6026, leave
Offered
message

Forme
For Salo
ACREAGE- 1A to 275A,
Coldwater- area, owner
nancing 502-759-4713
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Rescuers find bodies
of Seattle couple

CO.
.
.
11111MAL
With

la )1% \

AUTO FINANCING

KATMANDU, Nepal (AP) —
Rescuers dug through eight feet
of snow Sunday to uncover the
bodies of a U.S. medical school
dean, his wife and three Nepalese
guides who died while sleeping
in their tent in the Himalayas.
The bodies of Philip J.
Fialkow, 62, a genetics expert at
the University, of Washington
medical school in Saule, and his
wife, Helen, also 62, were flown
by helicopter to Dunai, the nearest city 180 miles northwest of

Find a new best
friend or a new home
for those extra
puppies or kittens in
our Classified pages.
Check under
"Pets For Adoption"
and "Pets For Sale".

Bankrupt? Slow Pay? Credit Problem

COUNTRY CHEVROLET

,
Call Tim Kinsey
?
527-8671 • 800-457-4866
104 W. 5th Street • Benton. KY
Automated Loans
I-800-748-8353 Open 24 Hours
\() SIO\1

[NM \
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Prestige Homes ell

Dr. Bdon Heathcoft was presented a framed print from the Murray State
University Agriculture Alumni Assodatton at their 34th annual banquet, Oct
4 at the MSU Currie Center. Dr. Heathcott recently retired as chair of the
department of agriculture and is currently serving as assistant to the dean of
Industry and technology for marketing. Association representatives presented the gift to Heathcott They are (from left) Billy Garnett, president elect;
Jerry Trimm, 1995-96 president; Heathcott; and Phil McCalion, treasurer.
—MSU Photo

Building quality homes at an affordable
price. Free floor plan consulting and
building estimates.
We make a difference by being different'
Call today and see why your home
Should be built with PRESTIGE,
'

753-5628

J.C. Penney to buy
Eckerd drug chain

41111111121*741
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on Lynn Grove Rd., Murray, KY
Lots starting at $18,(X8). Great locatitin
for now and the future.
•
Call 502-435-4487 or 904-673-0040

HEY!!!WICK BUILDING
OWN
YOUR
(OWN
FOR AS LITTLE AS $500.00 DOWN

To pima a Classified ad
ol you own, call

This incentive is tor buildings to be erected
between Jan. 15, 1997 and Apr. 30, 1997
Call
Fax: 502-753-0816
Bus: 502-753-0834
Buildings.
Buildings...Strong
Wick

753-1916.
Murray
Ledger &
Times

K.B. & ASSOCIATES, INC.
Wick

Need
Extra
Cash?

Building.

Edwina Bucy .With Grey's Properties
Can Help. You With A Loan Program!
-Guaranteed Housing Loans
•100S Financing No Down Payment
•10 'fear Fixed Rates
•Mohile•Home Loans - Fixed Rates
•We Can Pre Qualify In 10 Minutes Or Less
"(ill IiJwL,u2She Ilas home Wailing For YouOffice
Home
Pager
. 759-2001
767-9435
742-4435

Your Ad Could
Be Here... A
Clean out your
closets, basement or
garage. Advertise these
no longer needed'
items in the classifieds.

753-1916

HOROSCOPES'
TUFSDAV,NOVEMBER 5, 19%
I.or your ivrsonalited daily Jeane

Dixon horoscope, based on your own
date ot birth. call 1-900-9S8-7788. Your phone company will hill you 99
a minute.)
just want to use you. New public
recognition or financial rewards are
forthcoming. Rely on old friends
who knew you when.
..discos et where your talents lie.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
t onsider :I career change. New
Travel may be necessary to check
emplos mem opportunities open up
out a real estate deal. Being indeciin education, sales and the hospitaliis „industrs..Spring ot 1997 will he, sive Will cause difficulties. Seek
an ideal nine m travel for business. advice from experts if that will
make certain choices easier.
P‘fieniial clients and [tanners will be
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Let
e.wei to hear what you [lase to sas!
go of the past and build for the
unit his e life will accelerate as next
future. Putting down roots is more
.anninei approaches. Plan a vacation
important than ever. Banish a blue
child.
or
earls
fall.
A
summer
1.,1 late
mood by contacting a good friend. It
makes steady progress.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON is time to finalize your ThanksgivI HIS HAA': basketball great Bill ing plans..
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
all on. actress Tatum O'Neal,
Someone at work or home may be
Acliess like Sommer. musician Ike
uncooperative today. Concentrate on
linnet
19): projects you can handle alone. A
RIES March
Independent business enterpri:ses parent may try to dominate your'
cnroY tasorable influences. Your social schedule.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
imagination and persistence will
takeon straight to the top. A new 21): Not a good time to make a
.Theni may have romantic designs on major career change. Keep a low
profile when around higher-ups. Be
sou
TAURUS (.April 20-Ma 2(): A willing to work overtime if necesdas to -catch up- at work. sary. A parent may need financial
:ood
,
assistance.
Fulist subordinates help in meeting
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
a deadline. Legal matters crop up.
19): Coordinate your schedule with
Seek the best counsel a-satiable.
Lose on the wing will not suffice: an associate's, then check travel
timetables. Your growing popularity
you need stability.
GEMINI (Slay 21 -June 20): will work to your advantage where
Others bind vour ideas ahead of their business is concerned.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
time. Put them on hold for now or
A heavy workload requires certain
seek public support. Low energy
adjustments. Be willing to go that
could he the result of inactivity. Getextra mile for loyal, caring friends.
ting some exercise everyday will

HAPPY BIRTHDAV 'IN THE
YEAR OF l'OUR LIFE:
\kill have a wondcrhil chance

•
•

work wonders.
CANCER (June 2I -July 22):
Tune in to the ideas and projects of
Your co-workers, you could learn a
'34' You cannot afford to close your
eyes to what is happening around
you.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Stick to
your ideals. Say "no" to people who

—

•

Depart from your normal schedule
to help someone who has an emergency.
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20):
Your ride to the top may include a
few interesting side trips. Enjoy the
diversion. A romantic interlude may
prove more expensive than anticipated.

PLANO, Texas (AP) — J.C.
Penney moved to expand its drug
store business Sunday with an
agreement to buy Eckerd Corp. in
a cash-and-stock deal worth about $2.59 billion.•
With the acquisition of Eckerd's 1,724 stores — mostly in
the South — Penney will operate
about 2,800 drug stores with $10
billion in annual sales. Eckerd
had sales of more than $5 billion
last year.
Last month, J.C. Penney announced the purchase of 200 Rite
Aid stores, following the acquisition of the 272-store Fay's drug
store chain in the Northeast and
the 97-store Kerr Drug chain in
the Carolinas.
If the Eckerd offer wins regulatory and shareholder approval,
drug store earnings would mate
up about one-third of J.C. Penney's total sales.
James E. Oesterreicher, J.C.
Penney's chief executive officer,
said the acquisition of Largo,

Girl defends
Christian
t-shirts

Katmandu.

The deaths a4ded to a disastrous year for Himalayan climbers.
Eleven mountaineers, including
two professional guides leading
commercial expeditions, were
killed last spring on Mount Everest, the world's highest peak.
Two American climbers suffocated under piles of snow while
climbing on Mount Annapurna
IV in eastern Nepal last month.
Nine other climbers died attempting to scale other Himalayan
peaks this year.
The bodies of Fialkow, his
wife and three Nepalese sherpas
were found Sunday at an altitude
of 15,500 feet in western Nepal
— the site where they were last
seen Oct. 21.
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bodies of two Nepalese sherpa
guides first, which were closer to
the opening of the tent.
"All of them were inside thesame tent. It seems all of them
died in their sleep. They were all
in their sleeping clothes with no
shoes on and lying in a row," he
told The Associated Press by
radiophone.
The pilot said they may havf
been killed by an avalanche or by
a heavy snowfall that collapsed
their tent. It was not clear when
the victims died.
The couple were hiking in the
Himalayan foothills toward Shey
Gompa, a Buddhist monastery
with a crew of 12 Nepalese assistants, when a snowstorm hit. Dr.
Fialkow — a seasoned climber —
sent all but three guides back for
help. It took several days for
them to reach Dunai.
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On Oct. 24, the SOS message
by the trekkers reached Katmandu. But for two days, rescue
helicopters were grounded by bad
weather. Subsequent efforts were
hindered by heavy snowfall.

Fla.-based Eckerd represents "a
Rescuers landed near the base
majoratrategic step which creates
of the peak Wednesday and dug
one of the nation's premier drug
through fresh snow, where they
store businesses."
found
some food scattered indiIn addition to paying $35 a
cating a campsite. The rescue opMaj. Kisendra Shahi, the hetishare, J.C. Penney is assuming
copier pilot who flew the bodies eration was resumed Friday when
$760 million in Eckerd debt, brthe weather cleared.
inging the cost of the acquisition
to Dunai, said rescuers found the
to $3.3 billion.
Eckerd, which includes 542
Express Photo labs in 11 states,
was attractive because of its sales
and earnings growth and strong
brand name recognition in bigger
markets, he said.
Plano-based J.C. Penney said it
was offering $35 in cash for each
of 37.1 million Eckerd shares, ab•
out 50.1 percent of Eckerd.
J.C. Penney would then pay
For
0.6604 share of its stock, worth
about $35 a share, for each of theib.
remaining 36.9 Million 'Shares'of
Eckerd. Penney's board also has
(Owner & Operator of C.D.M. Construction)
authorized the company to reFor
purchase up to 15 million of its
shares before the stock swap.
The offer is a 21 percent premium over Eckerd's closing price
of $28.87% a share Friday on the
New York Stock Exchange,
where Penney closed at $53 a
"Your vote and support would be appreciated.",
share. Both companies say the
deal should be completed by
Paid for by Charlie McKenney, 1607 Catalina Dr , Murray, KY 42071
early next year.

BLO

Charlie McKenney

1

Murray City Council
*5 On The Ballot •

DELAWARE, Ohio (AP) — A
school that discouraged the wearing of satanic T-shirts is trying to
decide whether to extend that
policy to all religious messages,
including Christian ones.
That doesn't sit well with
eight-grader Sarah Hyatt, whose
wardrobe includes shirts with the
slogans "Pray Hard," "It's a
God Thing" and "Jesus."
"I've been wearing these shirts
since the sixth grade, and nobody
has said anything until now," the
13-year-old said Friday. "There's
nothing wrong with them.
They're not offensive."
The issue arose a couple of
weeks ago when students who
wore shirts with satanic themes
were asked by school officials to
leave them at home, said Principal Santha Stall-Friedman.
Those students then asked that
classmates not wear shirts with
Christian themes, Stall-Friedman
said Sunday.
The principal said she formed
a panel of 13 students from all
sides of the issue — including
Sarah — plus a couple of administrators to study the issue. She
said she hopes they will make a
recommendation to the school
board later this week.
A 1960 U.S. Supreme Court
decision gave public school students wide latitude in what they
can wear, said Gary Marx,
spokesman for the American Association of School Administrators in Arlington, Va. That ruling
said students couldn't be expelled
for wearing armbands against the
Vietnam War.
"Students do not lose all their
rights to expression at the door to
the schoolhouse," said Joan Englund of the Ohio chapter of
American Civil Liberties Union.
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Where Do The Candidates For Congress Stand?
Dennis Null

Ed Whitfield

Constitutional Amendment Allowing Prayer In School?
YES! Ed Whitfield is an original cosponsor of a
constitutional amendment allowing prayer in
school. (H.J. Res. 127)

UNDECIDED.
(National,Political Awareness Test)

DefV4NR
,SFF 'lot
OK AN'
-Nt

Restricting Pornography On The Internet?
YES! Ed Whitfield voted to require regulation
of pornographic material distributed on the

UNDECIDED.
(Kentucky Candidate Information Survey)

Internet. (H.R. 1555)
OP

Kentucky Farm ,Bureau's Legislative Agenda?
YES! Ed Whitfield has a 100 percent voting
record with the Kentucky Farm Bureau.

NO!Dennis Null said he believes in the opposite
of the "Contract with America," which contains
every item in the Kentucky Farm Bureau's
Legislative Agenda.(Lyon County Herald,May
1, 1996)

GAR

Al

Constitutional Amendment To Balance The Budget?
YES! Ed Whitfield voted to amend the U.S.
Constitution to require an annual balanced
budget and voted for two balanced budgets in
Congress. (H.J. Res. 1, et al.)

NO.
(National Political Awareness Test)

Using Tax Dollars For Federal Political Campaigns?
YES.

NO!

(National Political Awzremess Test)

Increasing Federal Control Of Our Local Schools?
NO! Ed Whitfield voted to eliminate "Goals
2000" to maintain parent and teacher control of
our school systems. (H.R. 3019)

YES.
(National Political Awareness Test)

MAI,

Term Limits For Members Of Congress?
YES! Ed Whitfield cosponsored 3-bills to limit
the terms of members of Congress and voted for
each of them (H.J. Res. 3, et al.)

UNDECIDED
(National Political Awareness Test)

Military Service?
YES!Ed Whitfield served in the 100th Division
of the U.S. Army Reserves,

NO. Dennis Null said he deliberately avoided
military service and wants to further reduce
defense spending.(Louisville Courier-Journal,
April 30, May 14, 1996)

Kentucky Roots?
YES! Ed was born, raised and schooled in
Kentucky. He earned his bachelor's & law
degrees from UK. He practiced law,owned and
operated a small business, and adopted his
daughter in Kentucky. He served in the Kentucky State Legislature.

4 TODAY'S CHILDREN are independent, pragmatic and proud of their
On building a chicken coop:
rise tO the top of their profession through their own
efforts. Do not try to choose their career for them; they hold very firm views provide at least three square feet
and will not be persuaded against their will. Discretion is these Scorpios' of floor space for each chicken.
middle name. They never reveal their hand until ready to make their move.
Their knack for spotting new trends can be a tremendous asset in business.
Urge them to act on their hunches. A bonanza is possible!

self-reliance. They will

EIDE

NO! Dennis Null was born,raised and schooled
in Virginia. He attended colleges in Virginia and
law school in Georgia.

Vote for Ed Whitfield
lie's Keeping His Word. lie's Working For Kentucky.

SUBSCRIBE.

Paid km by Whitfield for Congress. E 0 Whitfield, Treasurer, P0,Box 391. Hopkinsville, KY 42241
mmeimeammieP1
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TODAY IN HISTORY

LOOKING BACK
Tea years ago
U.S. Senator Wendell Ford and
Adjutant General Billy Wellman
joined other state and local officials in dedicating the new National Guard Armory in ceremonies Nov. 2. Capt. James Phillips
is commander of. the 614th Military Police Company at the
armory.
Barbara Peiper is pictured receiving her pin as president of
Murray Woman's Club from Ann
Brooks, past president. Mrs.
Peiper became president after
Frances Galloway, president,
moved to Clarksville, Tenn.
In football games, Calloway
High Lakers beat Reidland, Murray High Tigers lost to Heath,
and Murray State University Racers beat Morehead.
Twenty years agoIn the General Election, Jimmy
Carter was elected president and
Walter Mondale as vice president
of the United States:,Carroll Hubbard as Congressman from this
area; Ruby Hale . to Murray City
Council; Melissa Easley and
Maurice Ryan to Murray City
School Board; Billy Joe Kingins.
•Lubie Parrish and Ferrell Miller
to Calloway 'County School
Board.
Del Frazier of Murray Art
Guild has a display of her art
works at Calloway County Public
Library during November.
In football games, Murray
High School Tigers beat Henry
County and Murray State University Racers beat- Eastern.
Thirty years ago

Murray Lions Club will conduct its electric light bulb sale
here on Nov. 8, according to Vernon Anderson, president.
A feature story on Lillian Watters, private piano teacher and organist at First Baptist Church,
Murray. is published. The story
was written by Staff Writer Jo
Burkeen and the photograph was
by Staff Photographer Ed Collie.
In high school basketball
games, Almo Warriors beat Hazel
Lions. High team scorers were
David Gargus for Almo and Billy
Forms for Haze'
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Earl Nix Wilson,
Jr., a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Boren, and a boy to Mr.and Mrs.
Herbert Calhoun, Oct. 30.
Forty years ago
Natural gas has been turned
into the gas mains, according to
Jack Bryan, superintendent of
Murray Gas System. All lines
have been put into place west of
Eighth Street and north and south
within the city limits. Murray becomes the 220th community to
receive its gas supply directly
from the 3,500-mile pipline ystem at Texas Gas Transmission
Corp.
Recent births reported atMurray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Homer Ahart, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Eldridge, and
a .girl.
.to Mr. and Mrs. Allen
Rose.
Owen Billington, Paul Perdue,
Theodore Clack and Maurice
Ryan were elected as officers of
Murray High- School PTA,

-DEAR ABBY: I just finished consequenekietheir actiont By The Associated Press
My question to parents: Are you
reading
the letter from "Responsible
Nov
4,
the
ol
19%
.there
109th
day
are
57
days
Today is Monday,
Adult in New Jersey," who was sick waling to bet your child's life that he
left in the year.
of the argument that dispensing or she will always follow your rules?
Today's Highlight in History
Abby, if this letter changes the
condoms in school encourages sex.
One year ago, on Nov. 4, 1995, Israeli Prime Minister Iiiihak RaYou said you anticipated sharp criti- mind of just one parent who
bin was assassinated by a right-wing Israeli minutes alter attending a
cism from some readers for printing believes that the unavailability of
that letter. I'd like to relate a dory condoms will prevent their teenfestive peace rally. Rabin, 73, was a war hero who had he.onic one ot
that made the news here in Theism
agers from becoming sexually
the Jewish s Le's foremost architects of peace.
A 15-year-old girl was raised by active, it will be worth space in your.
On this
strict parents who had not .ex- column You may use my name.
ham Lincoln married Mary Todd in Springfield. III.
;- In 1842, A
CAROL MONTGOMERY,
plaiiied the facts of life to their
In 1879, humonst Will Rogers was born in Oologah, Okla.
TUCSON,ARIZ.
daughter. They thought since she
In 1880, the first cash register was patented by James and John
asn't allowed to date, she didn't
DEAR CAROL:l'ho argument
Ritty of Dayton. Ohio
need to know about sex.
In 1884, Democrat Grover Cleveland was elected to his first term as
Despite her parents' no-dating you make is intelligent and real--ride. she had a boyfriend — and she Wk.The sex drive in teen-agers
president, defeating Republican James G. Blaine
became pregnant. Too terrified to can be very strong and someIn 1922, the entrance to King Tutankhamen's tomh Was discovered
tell her parents, she kept her preg- times overpowering. Farsighted
in Egypt.
nuiwy a secret. !lie went into labor parents give their children a
In 1924. Nellie T. Ross of Wyoming was elected the nation's first
and gave birth in the toilet at a framework within which to
_female governor to serve out the remaining term of her late husband,
friend's house, then strangled her make their choices,and provide
William B. Ross.
baby and put it into a Dumpster. them with reliable information
In 1939, the United States modified its neutrality stance in World
She's now facing charges of first- to protect them in precarious
situationWar II, allowing "cash and cariy" purchases of arms by belligerents.
degree murder.
the
parents
were
asked
When
a policy favoring Britain and France.
why they had never talked about
In 1942, during World War II, Axis forces retreated from El AlaDEAR ABBY: From some letters
sex to their daughter, the father
mein in North Africa in a major victory for British forces commanded
in your column in years past,
I
read
waiting
for
replied,-Lguess wewere
by Field Marshal Bernard Montgomery.
I know that a number of your readher IHIb birthday." In 1952, Dwight D. Eisenhower was elected president, defeating
This girl's life is ruined. Her par- ers- do not appreciate Christmas
Democrat Adlai Stevenson.
ents by es are ruined. And before newsletters, but I hope you will
In 1956, Soviet troops moved in to crush the Hungarian Revolution.
anyone assumes that this girl is print this letter from someone who
In 1979, the Iranian hostage crisis began as militants stormed the
from a broken home or living in the does:
It's time for people to start comghette, let me assure you that she
U.S. Embassy in Tehran.
posing their annual holiday newscomes
from
a
middle-class,
typical,
Presidefeated
House-as
he
White
won
the
Ronald
Reagan
1980,
In
two-parent family. She was an letters. Please, everyone, don't let
dent Caner by a strong margin.
-honor
student, aatar basketball those who don't like them stop you
In 1985, to the shock and dismay of U.S. officials, Soviet defector
from writing them. It will spoil one
player and very popular.
Vitaly Yurchtnko announced he was returning to the Soviet Union.
Parents .cannot assume that of the things about the holidays
,
-charging he had been kidnapped by the CIA.
because they tell their children not that I most look forward to. It might
Ten years ago: Democrats won a majority in the U.S. Senate during
to do something, they won't. In the be the only timeall year that I get
case of dex, the price the children to hear from you.
general elections, ending up with 55 seats compared to 45 for the
I want to hear all about you and
pay is tad great to take the chance.
Republicans.
your family. I really enjoy reading
Most
teen-agers
think
they
are
in
presidential
library
opened
his
Five years ago: Ronald Reagan
immortal. They cannot fathom that all the great happenings. Of course,
Simi Valley,,Calif., with a dedication ceremony attended by President
anything bad will happen to them. a holiday card is better than nothBush and former Presidents Jimmy Carter, Gerald Ford and Richard
Their denial is so strong that many ing, but it's so much nicer when you
Nixon — the first-ever gathering of five U.S. chief executives.
of I hem- giN:e little thought to the include a newsletter and even a
photo.
My husband and children also
DAILY COMICS
BRIDGE
CONTRACT
enjoy reading those newsletters,
and so do my parents.
South dealer.
ace and immediately ruffed a heart.
BLONDEE
So go ahead and write your
North-South vulnerable
A diamond to the queen was fol- annual newsletters and even brag a
NORTH
lowed by another heart ruff. Elliott bit if you want to. Tell us about Tki5 OFFICE IS
K Q 107
then led his singleton spade,forcing your trials and tribulations as well.
--1 A WAR ZONE
A .14
\. •
West to take the ace. •
Those who don't appreciate
•K
When West returnedihe ten of newsletters can just throw them
4932
diamonds. East following with the away. But please don't let a few
c.1)
74
WEST
jack,declarer won it in dummy with sourpusses spoil it for the rest Of us.
)i
S6 3 2
• A•4 9 5
the king, cashed the K-Q of spades, The Scrooges have already taken
Q 86 3 2
discarding twoclubs,and then ruffed enough fun,out ofour holidays.
K 975
A CHRISTMAS
.
•
.
the- ten otspades. This sequeneenf
NEWSLETTER
LOVER
4Kh4
• .1
plays reduced both declarer's hand
. SOUTH
and dummy's to three clubs and a
+4
trump, this setting the stage per•10 .
fectly for the endplay -Elliott had
• A !-1S
visualized and aimed for from the -By Peter H. Gott. M.D.
beginning.
+A 1I). 7 5
The bidding:
The ace ofclubs was nextcashed,
DEAR DR. GOTT: During my last
felling
West's jack,and another club check-up, my doctor said I have fluid
SAY
South
West
North
East
WHO
IT'S
PEOPLE
NEVER
GOING
GOOD
IS
ars
BE
IDEA
NO
`.5
BAD
LET'S BE
e' HARD TO MAKE A
Pass
Pass
was led, West producing the queen. on my lungs. He put me on Dyazide
1 NT
TO HAPPEN W YOU KEEP
SPECIAL EVENT ESCORTS.
NATHAN.
TRANSITIONAL
-RELATIONSHIP -WORK, 3•
Pass
Pass
Eastcould not afford to overtake the for control. Is this proper for my conREPLACING MY IDEAS
LET'S JUST
PEOPLE. SOMESHOULD TRY MAKIN° A
4•
I'ass
queen becauseitSouth's dition?
4 4,
I'ass
WITH YOUR LAME SI.1&BE UNONE TO DATE
j NON-RELATIONSHIP WORK.
6E.STIONSI. IF YOU'RE
ten the high club,so the queen held
ROMANTIC
5•
UNTIL THE
DEAR READER: Pulmonary conNOT WILLA& TO MAKE
the trick, leaving West on lead at gestion caused by excess fluid can
Opening lead — three of hearts.
FRIENDS
REAL PERSON
AN EFFORT, JUST FORGET
COMES ALONG.
This deal was played in a na- trick 12.
appropriately be treated with kidney
THE WHOLE THING
Since West's last two cards were stimulants, such as Dyazide, that
-tional pair championship many years
ago by Bruce Elliott,one of Canada's both hearts, he was forced to return draw the fluid from the lungs and
all-time greats. It illustrates how a one, allowing Elliott to discard a allow it to be excreted. However, the
sure losing trick can sometimes be club from one hand while trumping question "why?" remains.
If you have congestive heart failure,
in the other tomake the contract.
made to completely disappear.
Even withal!four hands in view, East's king ofclubs never got around a common cause of this symptom,
,it's not easy to see how declarer can to taking a trick, and was left with- your doctor needs to identify the reason, using a stress test and a cardiac
make five diamonds against best ering on the vine.
Thedeal demonstratesonce again ultrasound. If hypertension is to
defense, since it seems he must inFOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
evitably lose two dub tricks and the how a shrewd declarer can capital- blame, you will require specific therainhibitors, for this
,ace
of spades. Nevertheless. Elliott ize on favorable breaksthrough care- py, such as ACE
CALL yoUQ- DEANNA,yoL)
wAs NIce. OF yot.rro
you have a primary lung
condition.
If
very
The
planning
from
the
start.
wound up with 11 tricks, and he did ful
TOLp me you WERE- GETTING
VISIT ME- AFTEfi-THEdisorder — such as pneumonia on XMARRIE9 I-WHAT tri-rnE.
so without the benefit of a peek into contract required a generous MeaAcc1PENT. I Tr4oUGHT
_ cu..— additional therapy is, again,
WoRLD
COOLP1
WIVE
•"
N
but.
it
good
luck
to„succeed,
sure
of
yout2,mAyeeCLL.ME
-either opponent's hand.
warranted.
••SflifTic.
LSOMETtMEHe won the heart lead with the also needed a skillful manager.
Fluid on the lungs is a symptom not
Tomorrow:The sla m-doubling convention.
a disease. Ask your physician to
explain the reason for this affliction
Although the treatment for pulmonary
congestion is straightforward, the
CReeSWORDS
diagnosis of an untorlying condition
Can be challenging.
Blurt:,
r
34
ACROSS
DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm interested in
36 L wino
Answer to Previous Puzzle
namesake
the long-term effects of using
1 Movie
:4: Former lead
5.Hasten
Coumadin. I'm currently an a dosage
RAMBO RHODA.
singer ct the
-8 Invitation
of 10 milligrams a day to keep
\bge_
my
Supremes
TIDIED
EIFFEL, blood test at 17 seconds. I'm
request
•
my
symbol
38 Tin
"labbr
GARFIELD
SMELT.t
A RF
irR U
TIS
D
mid-40s and wish you would ela rate
39 Highest point
12 Beams
AMICE
L I I
SUN
on this, since I've heard that my daily
47 In good
13 Vast age
AN— THERE
AR, MONPAY.1:WHERE
AFS
CA
dosage is unheard of.
Lamb's
pen
14
IT IS...
THY 5TING
unie"F
LaiBYA
ngme
ALIMONY
DEAR READER: Coumadin is an
:loon
15 "By the time.
All anti-coagulant that is prescribed to
S
AIN
ELT
NIG
4; Dait', rn..tte
—
to
prevent blood clots from forming withBUCKLEY
ROLLE
49 Baltic
Phoenix
in the circulatory system. The effec50 DeterOnt3t
JAMES DE
IDOL
16 Excavated
tiveness of the drug must be periodiname
17 Foster film
A
NE0 GERMS T
cally monitored using'a test called the
St Collection nt
18 Study of
IRIS
HOWTO
SN
facts
prOthrombin time. The "PT" — as it's
plants
ESSENEIINATANT
52 River in
20 Disintegrates
called — is reported both in seconds
France
22 -- Deum.
IIIIE A S E LMS I E N All (as yours was) and in terms of the
carck
High
53
23 The Man
INR (a more specific laboratory
•
11-4 CO 1996 United Feature Syndicate
54 Digits tabbr
Who — Too
value).
Obtains
55
Much
JTm VAV1'6 u1-i.
In general terms, a proper thera4 Landed
9 Winter
24 Indian
coaster
, property
DOWN
peutic level is expressed as approxi27, Made a
10 Repulsive
5 Filmdom's
space for a
mately 20 seconds(INR about 2.0).
MALLARD FILLMORE
11 Buddies
Lamarr
1 Nursery hod
margin
Most patients require an average of
symbol
6 Debt note
19 Neon
2 Character in
31 — relief
"Othello'
(abbr.)
21 Broadway's
5 milligrams of Coumadin a day to' -..
,„AND fflI
TATibts1
32 Woody
Roger —
7 Breed
3 No. in
maintain this therapeutic level.
plants
1/9114 FE ViziNGiNKT you
23 Joints
8 Celebrity
Moscow
33 Juan's year
However, variations- are commonr24 Network for
CoNTiNUOUS, COMPLETE
dependhigonhow patients metabolize
9 M 11
8
5
ts,
"Cybill"
1
2
3
4
GOVEIZACTE OF TotaoRenwi
theirrug. For example, many of my
25 Batter
siEtil.N1(14 LEC1iON RETURN5f,
14
26 Opp. of WNW patients on Coumadin require only 2.5
13
12
•
mg a day.
27 Dublin .
ir,
resident
In my experience, your dosage of 10
17
15
UU
28 Lincoln's son
mg is unusually high, a fact that indi29 Spanish
1
20
18
cates
you are simply metabolizing the
UU
queen
medicine more quickly (hence, you
30 John —
need more than the average dose).
_
Passos
This is no problem, providing your
32 Horse's gait
Mil
28
25
26
24
1•1•41 r•••• roWval
Oson bV Kap iy1,,••• Synd.c•i•
physician continues to monitor your
35 Gets up
36 Befuddled (3
prothrombin time and makes dosage
33
'4,"
31
wds.)
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*DENNIS NULL is the candidate who will
support Murray State University.

*Two of his children are M.S.U. graduates and two presently atten
d.

*DENNIS NULL will join Wendell Ford in
fighting for Calloway County farmers.

*DENNIS NULL will fight to maintain
Medicare.
His Opponent..
I+ Ed Whitfield voted to cut funding for college scholarships.
1+ Ed Whitfield and Newt Gingrich want to abolish the
Department of Education.
Ed Whitfield doesn't even own a home in Kentucky...

...With Whitfield's record, where will he vote to
put North-South Highway 1-69???

Vote for Our
Graves County Neighbor

•,;

DENNIS NU

;

U.S. Congress

;

, • • ,.
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Paid for by Dennis L. Null for Congress Committee,
227 N. 7th St., Mayfield, KY 42066
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